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Abstract
Low heat transfer performance has been the main problem restricting the use of Phase
Change Materials (PCMs) in situations requiring rapid energy release or storage. Three
innovative solutions are studied in this Thesis to improve heat transfer in PCMs. These
include combining PCMs with metal foams, Cascaded Thermal Energy Storage (CTES)
and Metal Foam-enhanced Cascaded Thermal Energy Storage (MF-CTES). Heat
conduction is investigated in Chapter 3, in which it was found that metal foams can
improve heat conduction of PCMs by 5–20 times. Natural convection is investigated in
Chapter 4, in which metal foams were found to suppress natural convection due to their
large flow resistances. Nevertheless, metal foams can still achieve a higher overall heat
transfer rate (3–10 times) than PCMs without metal foams. CTES is examined in Chapter
5, with results showing that CTES has a higher heat transfer rate (30%) and a higher
exergy transfer rate (22%) than Single-stage Thermal Energy Storage (STES). MF-CTES
is proposed in Chapter 6; this is, to the best knowledge of the author, the first time that it
has been investigated. MF-CTES was found to further improve the heat and exergy
transfer of CTES by 2–7 times, meanwhile reducing melting time by 67%–87%.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1. Energy Storage (ES)
Efficient utilisation of solar energy is increasingly being considered as a promising
solution to anthropogenic climate change, and as a means of achieving the state of
sustainable development for human society. Solar energy is a form of intermittent energy,
which highly depends on the weather, location and time. This has therefore made Energy
Storage (ES) an essential technology in almost all solar, and other renewable technologies
applications. In solar applications, ES plays two roles: firstly to ensure an unceasing
energy supply at times of low solar radiation; secondly to act as an efficient energy buffer
in the process of electric peak shaving. The three main options for the efficient storage of
solar energy are Electric Energy Storage (EES), Hydraulic Energy Storage (HES) and
Thermal Energy Storage (TES).
1.1.1. Electric Energy Storage (EES)
In EES, energy is usually stored in large-capacity batteries or superconducting materials.
Dincer and Rosen (2010) reviewed various types of batteries for EES, but concluded that
despite battery technologies having been greatly developed since the late 19th century,
present-day batteries are still not suitable for large-scale energy applications because of
their weight, cost, and short life cycles. Current batteries are struggling to reach a life
cycle of 1,000 times, but a life cycle of 10,000 times is usually needed for EES
applications to achieve a reasonably low long-term cost and excellent reversibility.
Electric energy can also be efficiently stored in a magnetic field induced by
superconductors, with corresponding research under development as noted in Dincer and
Rosen (2010). The working principle is that superconductors completely lose their
electric resistance when temperature drops down to a critical value and thus large electric
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currents can circulate in them without any losses. The critical temperature is around 0 K
(–273 ºC) for most materials, with the highest one discovered being 55 K (–218 ºC) for
specially designed iron-based superconducting materials (Paglione and Greene, 2010). To
ensure a suitable working temperature for superconductors, a large amount of electricity
is needed for the cryogenic machines. In addition, superconductors store direct current
(DC) instead of alternating current (AC), so energy losses also occur in the conversion
processes between DC and AC. To date, technologies for suitable batteries and
superconductors in EES are very limited, and the relevant research is still in its early
stage.
1.1.2. Hydraulic Energy Storage (HES)
In Hydraulic Energy Storage (HES) water is pumped up to a certain height and the stored
potential energy can be later converted into kinetic energy when flowing through a
hydraulic turbine. HES has the following advantages: simple equipment required, long
operation period (more than 20 years) and quick response when the energy is needed.
However, drawbacks such as low energy efficiency and low energy storage density still
exist. 30% of the energy is lost when water is pumped uphill and 20% of the energy is
lost when water flows down (Dincer and Rosen, 2010). The energy stored when 1 kg
water is lifted up to a height of 4,285.7 meters is equal to the energy stored in the same
amount of water when heated up by 10 ºC, suggesting that HES really has a very low
energy storage density.
1.1.3. Thermal Energy Storage (TES)
In Thermal Energy Storage (TES), energy is stored by heating/cooling, or
melting/solidifying, or gasifying/liquefying special materials, or through thermo-chemical
processes. TES is a very promising option for solar applications, due to its low cost and
high storage capacity. Heat storage capacity of TES is generally 103 times higher than
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that of HES and 1–2 times higher than that of EES (Dincer and Rosen, 2010; Tian and
Zhao, 2012a). In addition, TES technologies are much more developed than EES
technologies. All these have made TES attractive in energy storage applications. TES will
be the research topic of this Thesis.
Playing a pivotal role in balancing energy demand and energy supply, TES relies on
high-quality Phase Change Materials (PCMs): high heat storage capacity and high heat
transfer performance. Most PCMs can store or release a large amount of heat during
phase change, providing a very high heat storage capacity (90 kJ/kg to 330 kJ/kg) (Zalba
et al., 2003; Sharma et al., 2009). However, the inherent low thermal conductivities of
PCMs usually result in poor heat transfer, restricting their application in situations which
require rapid energy release and storage. Thus, heat transfer enhancement is essential for
TES (Tian, 2012).
1.2. Objectives
As discussed in Section 1.1.3, poor heat transfer is a key problem when applying PCMs
to a TES system. The research objective of this Thesis is to enhance heat transfer for
PCMs by means of Metal Foams (MF) and Cascaded Thermal Energy Storage (CTES).
1.2.1. Metal foams
Low thermal conductivity is the main reason accounting for poor heat transfer in PCMs.
It can be solved by incorporating high-thermal conductivity enhancers. Open-cell metal
foams have high thermal conductivities and continuous inter-connected structures, which
are very useful in achieving a more uniform temperature distribution and higher heat
transfer performance inside PCMs. In this Thesis, the effects of metal foams on PCMs
will be investigated both theoretically and experimentally.
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1.2.2. Cascaded Thermal Energy Storage (CTES)
A decrease in the driving force (temperature difference) is the second reason accounting
for heat transfer deterioration. For a single-stage PCM storage system, temperature of the
heat transfer fluid falls rapidly when transferring heat to the PCM; as a result, the
temperature difference between them is reduced, leading to poor heat transfer at the end
of the storage. Such problems can be solved by employing Cascaded Thermal Energy
Storage (CTES). A typical CTES system consists of multiple PCMs (with cascaded
melting temperatures) arranged along the flow direction, which can help to keep a
relatively constant temperature difference. How and by how much CTES improves the
thermal performance of a TES system will be investigated in this Thesis.
In addition, a combination of metal foams and CTES, which is Metal Foam-enhanced
Cascaded Thermal Energy Storage (MF-CTES), will also be investigated.
1.3. Thesis outline and methodology
The current technologies of heat transfer enhancement in PCMs are reviewed in
Chapter 2. These include using high-thermal conductivity metal enhancers, carbon
materials, metal foams, and CTES technology. As for enhancer materials, the review has
found that metal foams have a high potential to achieve better heat transfer than metal
fins and carbon materials. Therefore metal foams are investigated in Chapter 3 and
Chapter 4.
Heat conduction of PCM-embedded metal foams is addressed in Chapter 3. The enthalpy
method is employed to consider phase change, with the movement of the melting front
tracked by numerical simulations. The effects of metal foam porosity and pore size are
also examined. Two models are proposed, and both of them have achieved good
agreement with experimental data.
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Natural convection of PCM-embedded metal foams is addressed in Chapter 4. A
two-equation non-thermal equilibrium model is employed to distinguish the temperature
difference between metal foam and PCM. The flow and temperature profiles during phase
change are obtained by numerical simulations, which are validated by experimental data.
The dual effects of metal foams on PCMs are also examined.
CTES is a newly proposed technology. Most currently available publications have
focused on energy analysis, with only a few addressing exergy analysis. Therefore
Chapter 5 consists of an overall exergy and energy analysis of CTES, in which a three-
stage PCM CTES system is examined. Heat transfer rate, exergy efficiency and effective
exergy transfer rate are obtained from numerical simulations. Comparison is made
between CTES and the traditional Single-stage Thermal Energy Storage (STES).
The idea of combined metal foam and CTES is investigated Chapter 6: Metal
Foam-enhanced Cascaded Thermal Energy Storage (MF-CTES). To the best knowledge
of the author, this is the first time that MF-CTES has been investigated. In Chapter 6, a
three-stage PCM MF-CTES system is examined. Heat transfer rate, exergy efficiency and
effective exergy transfer rate are obtained. Comparison is also made between MF-CTES,
CTES and STES.
The conclusions drawn from Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6 are summarised in Chapter 7.
Suggestions for possible further work are also proposed.
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Chapter 2. Literature Review
2.1. Thermal Energy Storage (TES)
Carbon dioxide-induced global warming and depletion of fossil fuels are the two most
pressing issues in the energy research field. Efficient utilisation of renewable energy
sources, especially solar energy, is increasingly being considered as a promising solution
to them and a means of achieving a sustainable development for human beings.
Solar energy has low-density and is intermittent. Therefore Thermal Energy Storage
(TES) plays a pivotal role in balancing energy demand and energy supply. TES can be
classified into three main categories according to different storage mechanisms: sensible
heat storage, latent heat storage and chemical heat storage.
2.1.1. Sensible heat storage
In sensible heat storage, thermal energy is stored by the storage media when their
temperatures are rising. The specific heat capacity for most sensible heat storage media
ranges from 0.5 kJ/kg to 4.2 kJ/kg (Sharma et al., 2009; Tian and Zhao, 2012a). The
common advantage of sensible heat storage is its low cost and simple operating
conditions (Pilkington Solar International GmbH, 2000). However, the disadvantage is its
large temperature variance after heat is stored/released, which has highly restricted its
application to most situations requiring strict working temperatures.
2.1.2. Latent heat storage
In latent heat storage, Phase Change Materials (PCMs) are used. PCMs can store/release
large amounts of heat during melting/solidification or gasification/liquefaction processes.
The phase-transition enthalpy of most PCMs ranges from 90 kJ/kg to 330 kJ/kg (Zalba et
al., 2003; Sharma et al., 2009), thus latent heat storage has much higher storage capacity
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than sensible heat storage. Unlike sensible heat storage in which materials have a large
temperature rise/drop during working, latent heat storage can work in a nearly isothermal
way due to the phase change mechanism of PCMs. This makes latent heat storage
favourable for those applications which require strict working temperatures. Despite all
these advantages of latent heat storage, the drawback still exists: most PCMs have rather
low thermal conductivities, yet to be significantly improved by heat transfer enhancement
technologies (Velraj et al., 1999; Jegadheeswaran and Pohekar, 2009; Fan and Khodadadi,
2011). More details are given in Section 2.3.
2.1.3. Chemical heat storage
Chemical heat storage was proposed to store solar energy, because certain chemicals can
absorb/release large amounts of thermal energy when they break/form chemical bonds
during endothermic/exothermic reactions (Wentworth and Chen, 1976; Prengle and Sun,
1976). Suitable materials for chemical heat storage can be organic or inorganic, as long as
their reversible chemical reactions involve absorbing/releasing large amounts of heat.
Chemical heat storage usually has an enthalpy change in the order of MJ/kg, much higher
than that of latent heat storage (in the order of kJ/kg), reviewed by Tian and Zhao (2012a).
However, the research of chemical heat storage is still in its very early stage, and its
application is limited due to the following problems: complicated reactor design needed
for specific chemical reactions (Zondag et al., 2008; Turton et al., 2008; Couper et al.,
2010), corrosion and toxicity (Ervin, 1977), wide working temperature ranges (Kato et al.,
2001 and 2009), strict requirements of pressure vessels (Lovegrove et al., 2004), weak
long-term durability (reversibility) (Hauer, 2007), and weak chemical stability (Foster,
2002; Gil et al., 2010).
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2.1.4. Summary
Sensible heat storage has the lowest heat storage capacity, but at a very low cost; latent
heat storage has a much higher heat storage capacity, still at a reasonable cost; chemical
heat storage, despite having the highest storage capacity, is at its very early research stage,
with many problems restricting its application: complicated reactor design (followed by
high cost) and weak reversibility and stability. All studies in this Thesis focus on latent
heat storage.
2.2. Phase Change Materials (PCMs)
Thermal Energy Storage (TES) technologies rely on high-quality Phase Change Materials
(PCMs), which should have high heat storage capacity and excellent heat transfer
performance. PCMs include the solid-solid type (low phase change enthalpy) in which
the phase transition occurs within the solid state, the solid-liquid type (high phase change
enthalpy) in which the phase changes from solid to liquid, and the liquid-gas type (very
high phase change enthalpy) in which the phase changes from liquid to gas. The large
volume change in the liquid-gas PCMs restricts their application in TES. The relatively
low phase change enthalpy of the solid-solid PCMs also restricts their application in TES.
Relatively high phase change enthalpy and small volume change make the solid-liquid
PCMs the ideal option for TES. Figure 2.1 includes a broad range of known solid-liquid
PCMs, giving their melting temperature (ºC) and enthalpy (kJ/L) ranges.
PCMs can be made of organics (paraffins and fatty acids), inorganic minerals (salts, salt
hydrates/hydroxides) or eutectics. Different types of PCMs are listed in Table 2.1.
Organic PCMs have the advantages of good chemical compatibility and no super-cooling,
whilst the disadvantages are their low thermal conductivities (mostly 0.2 W/(m K)),
flammability and non-constant phase change temperatures. Inorganic PCMs have slightly
higher thermal conductivities (mostly 0.5 W/(m K)), but they have very severe super-
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cooling problems, resulting in reduction of storage capacity and unstable working
temperatures (Shukla et al., 2008; Kuznik et al., 2011). Storage capacity reduces
significantly when the PCM temperature falls just below the melting point, because latent
heat cannot be released due to the delayed solidification by super-cooling. Eutectic PCMs
have sharp phase change temperatures, but they have the problem of large volume
changes (Zhou et al., 2012).
Figure 2.1. Different types of Phase Change Materials (PCMs) (Mehling and Hiebler,
2004).
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Table 2.1. Organic, inorganic and eutectic PCMs.
PCMs Type
Melting
Temperatur
e (oC)
Heat of
fusion
(kJ/kg)
Specific
Heat
(kJ/(kg K))
Thermal
Conductivity
(W/(m K))
Polyglycol E600 organic 22 127.2 n.a. 0.190
Paraffin C16–C18 organic 20-22 152 n.a. n.a.
Paraffin C13–C24 organic 22-24 189 2.1 0.210
RT27 organic 26–28 179 1.8–2.4 0.200
Paraffin C18 organic 28 244 2.16 0.150
1-Tetradecanol organic 38 205 1.8–2.4 0.358
RT50 organic 50 168 2.1 0.200
Paraffin wax organic 64 174–266 2.1 0.167–0.346
Paraffin C21–C50 organic 66–68 189 2.1 0.210
Naphthalene organic 80 147.7 1.7 0.132–0.341
RT100 organic 100 n.a. n.a. 0.200
CaCl2·6H2O inorganic 29 190.8 n.a. 0.540 –0.561
Na2SO4·10H2O inorganic 32.4 254 n.a. 0.544
Zn(NO3)2·6H2O inorganic 36 146.9 n.a. 0.464–0.469
Mg(NO3)2·6H2O inorganic 89 162.8 n.a. 0.490–0.669
KNO3 inorganic 333 266 n.a. 0.500
66.6%CaCl2·6H2O
+33.3% MgCl2·6H2O
eutectic 25 127 n.a. n.a.
61.5%Mg(NO3)2·6H2O
+38.5% NH4NO3
eutectic 52 125.5 n.a. 0.494–0.552
66.6% urea
+33.4% NH4Br
eutectic 76 161.0 n.a. 0.324–0.682
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PCMs have received extensive research interest during the last decade, and they were
investigated in a variety of applications: energy saving buildings (Neeper, 2000;
Pasupathy et al., 2008), solar collectors (Mettawee and Assassa, 2006), solar still
(El-Sebaii et al., 2009), solar cooker (Domanski et al., 1995; Sharma et al., 2005),
high-efficient compact heat sinks (Nayak et al., 2006; Shatikian et al., 2008), industrial
waste heat recovery (Buddhi, 1997) and solar power plants (Michels and Pitz-Paal, 2007).
Thermal stability investigations of PCMs were also conducted through implementing
repeated thermal cycle tests (Tyagi and Buddhi, 2008; El-Sebaii et al., 2011).
2.3. Heat transfer enhancement of PCMs
Most PCMs have large heat storage capacity, ranging from 90 kJ/kg to 330 kJ/kg (Zalba
et al., 2003), but they suffer from the common problem of low thermal conductivities,
being around 0.2 W/(m K) for most paraffin waxes and 0.5 W/(m K) for most inorganic
salts (Zalba et al., 2003). Low heat transfer performance has been the main factor
restricting the application of PCMs in situations requiring rapid energy release/storage
(Mills et al., 2006; Zhao et al., 2010). Researchers have proposed various methods
enhancing heat transfer in PCMs, and these include: incorporating high thermal
conductivity enhancers into PCMs (Stritih, 2004; Mettawee and Assassa, 2007); adopting
porous heat transfer media (Py et al., 2001; Sari and Karaipekli, 2007; Lafdi et al., 2008;
Nakaso et al., 2008; Zhou and Zhao, 2011); Cascaded Thermal Energy Storage (CTES)
(Watanabe and Kanzawa, 1995; Tian et al., 2012).
2.3.1 High-thermal conductivity metal enhancers
Most metal materials have high thermal conductivities, ranging from 40 W/(m K) to 400
W/(m K) (Holman, 1997). Therefore, metal pieces, fins, powders and beads can be used
as high thermal conductivity enhancers to improve heat transfer in PCMs. Mazman et al.
(2008) tested copper pieces as additives into PCMs, and found that heat transfer was
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increased by up to 70%. Zhang and Faghri (1996a and 1996b) numerically investigated
the heat transfer enhancement in PCMs by using finned tubes. They found that the
enhancement was below 30%, whether using internally or externally finned tubes. Stritih
(2004) added 32 metal fins into PCM to enhance heat transfer, and found the heat transfer
was increased by 67% with melting time reduced by 40%. However, Stritih (2004)
concluded that the addition of metal fins did not have the desired effects on heat transfer
enhancement, with the reason being that natural convection was completely suppressed
by the metal fins (large flow resistance).
Mettawee and Assassa (2007) placed aluminium powders in the PCM for a compact PCM
solar collector and tested its performance during the processes of charging and
discharging. They found a notable reduction of melting time (60%), meaning the heat
transfer was increased by 150%.
Moreover, not all researchers have achieved good heat transfer enhancement by using
high-thermal conductivity metal enhancers. Ellinger and Beckermann (1991)
experimentally investigated the heat transfer enhancement in a rectangular domain
partially occupied by a porous layer of aluminum beads. They found that the introduction
of a porous layer caused the solid/liquid interface to move faster initially during the
conduction-dominated regime. But in the later convection-dominated regime, the overall
melting and heat transfer rates were found to be lower with the presence of porous layer
due to the low porosity and permeability. They concluded that the porous layer severely
constrained the convective heat transfer.
In summary, the enhancement effects by using these metal enhancers (metal pieces, fins,
powders and beads) look to be limited to between 67% and 150%, which is not high
enough to meet most application requirements.
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2.3.2. Porous materials
Porous media with high thermal conductivities can also be used to enhance heat transfer
for PCMs. These include carbon materials and metal foams.
2.3.2.1. Carbon materials
Carbon materials usually have high thermal conductivities. For example, synthetic
graphite has a thermal conductivity from 25 W/(m K) to 470 W/(m K) depending on the
manufacturing process; laboratory-made carbon nanotubes were even reported to have a
surprisingly high value of 6,600 W/(m K) (Berber et al., 2000). Having such high thermal
conductivities, carbon materials have been examined for heat transfer enhancement in
PCMs.
Nakaso et al. (2008) tested the use of carbon fibres to enhance heat transfer in thermal
storage tanks, reporting a twofold rise in effective thermal conductivities. Their carbon
cloths and carbon brushes (both made of high-thermal conductivity carbon fibres) are
shown in Figure 2.2. They also found that the carbon cloths had better thermal
performance than carbon brushes because the cloth structure was more continuous than
the brush structure.
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Figure 2.2. Use of carbon fibres to enhance heat transfer (Nakaso et al., 2008).
(a) Fibre cloth; (b) Fibre brush; (c) No carbon fibre;
(d) Fibre cloth of 142g/m2; (e) Fibre cloth of 304g/m2.
The thermal conductivity of the carbon-PCM systems can usually be increased by raising
the volume percentage of carbon materials used. However, the volume percentage of the
carbon fibres in Nakaso et al. (2008) could only reach around 1% due to the low packing
density. A higher percentage can be achieved by compressing carbon materials.
Paraffin/CENG composites can have a carbon percentage as high as 5% (CENG means
compressed expanded natural graphite), and are usually made by impregnating paraffin
(with the aid of capillary forces) into a porous graphite matrix to form a stable composite
material. Such composites were elaborated and characterised by Py et al. (2001); they
have good thermal conductivities, but present a strong anisotropy in the axial and radial
directions due to mechanical compression, which makes the heat transfer performance
vary in different directions.
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To avoid anisotropy, Paraffin/EG (Expanded Graphite) composites were introduced, and
they can be made to incorporate even more carbon. Sari and Karaipekli (2007) fabricated
a series of the Paraffin/EG composites, shown in Figure 2.3. They found that the effective
thermal conductivity was increased by between 81.2% and 272.7% depending on the
mass fraction of EG added. However, the main disadvantage of EG is its structural
discontinuity, resulting in large thermal contact resistance and inefficient heat transfer.
Figure 2.3. Photograph of (a) pure paraffin as PCM; (b) paraffin/EG (10% mass)
composite as form-stable PCM (Sari and Karaipekli, 2007).
2.3.2.2. Metal foams
To overcome the structural discontinuity of the Paraffin/EG composites, metal foams
(shown in Figure 2.4) have been investigated, because they have continuous inter-
connected structures with porosity ranging from 85% to 97%, as well as high thermal
conductivities. Extensive investigations have been carried out for heat transfer in metal
foams. However, most of them worked on the non-phase change heat transfer. These
include single-phase heat conduction (Calmidi and Mahajan, 1999; Boomsma and
Poulikakos, 2001; Zhao et al., 2004b), single-phase forced convection (Lee et al., 1993;
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Calmidi and Mahajan, 2000; Kim et al., 2000; Kim et al., 2001; Hwang et al., 2002;
Bhattacharya et al., 2002; Zhao et al., 2004a; Zhao et al., 2006; Lu et al., 2006), single-
phase natural convection (Phanikumar and Mahajan, 2002; Zhao et al., 2005), and single-
phase thermal radiation (Zhao et al., 2004c).
Phase change heat transfer in metal foams has been reported in a few literatures. Tian and
Zhao (2009a and 2011a) conducted an experiment in which metal foams were embedded
to PCMs, and their results showed a considerable increase of heat transfer rate (overall,
3–10 times). Dukhan (2010) made an experiment tesing the effect of metal foams on
energy storage/release duration, and he found significant reduction of energy
charging/discharging time (up to 42.4%) due to high thermal conductivity of metal foams.
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(a) A piece of metal foam
(http://www.acceleratingfuture.com/michael/blog/category/images/page/4/);
(b) Close-up
(Tian and Zhao, 2011).
Figure 2.4. Metal foam.
Zhou and Zhao (2011) experimentally investigated the Paraffin/EG and Paraffin/Metal
Foam composites. They found that both Paraffin/EG and Paraffin/Metal Foam increased
heat transfer rate significantly, but Paraffin/Metal Foam showed better performance than
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Paraffin/EG, shown in Figure 2.5. It should be noted that in their study, heat flux was
fixed, thus smaller temperature differences represented better heat transfer.
Figure 2.5. Temperature differences (T) between Paraffin/EG and Paraffin/Metal Foam
(Zhou and Zhao, 2011).
The reason why metal foams performed better than EG was later numerically investigated
by Tian and Zhao (2011a): the structures inside EG are rather sparse (discontinuous),
whilst metal foams have much more continuous inter-connected structures, which means
heat can be efficiently transferred to the PCM. They also investigated the effects of metal
foam parameters (porosity and pore density) on heat transfer, and found that better heat
transfer was achieved by metal foams with low porosity and high pore density. The
effects of the PCM viscosity and thermal expansion coefficient were also examined, with
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results showing that low viscosity and high thermal expansion coefficient delivered better
heat transfer.
2.4. Numerical investigations of heat transfer in metal foams
2.4.1. Heat conduction
Due to the geometric complexity of metal foam microstructures, almost all previous
researchers have used regular polygons or polyhedrons to approximate the real metal
foam structures. These include hexagons used by Calmidi and Mahajan (2000), cubes
used by Dul’nev (1965), dodecahedrons used by Ozmat et al. (2004), and
tetrakaidecahedrons used by Boomsma and Poulikakos (2001). The models based on
hexagons, cubes, dodecahedrons and tetrakaidecahedron are shown in Figure 2.6(a),
2.6(b), 2.6(c) and 2.6(d), respectively, with Figure 2.6(e) showing the real metal foam
structures. In their models, metal foam was assumed to have periodical structures with
each cell approximated by the aforementioned polygons or polyhedrons.
Effective thermal conductivity is an important parameter to model heat conduction in
porous media, different mathematical formulae of which have been derived by
researchers depending on the geometry used. The hexagon model by Calmidi and
Mahajan (2000) was under two-dimensional approximation, therefore lacking of high
accuracy. The cube model by Dul’nev (1965) was three-dimensional and easy to use, but
the simple geometry lacked resemblance to the real metal foam structures. The
dodecahedron structures proposed by Ozmat et al. (2004) beared better resemblance to
the real metal foam structures, but they reported a low model accuracy for high thermal
conductivity ratios (between the saturation material and the metal). The
tetrakaidecahedron model proposed by Boomsma and Poulikakos (2001) does not appear
to suffer such problems, and therefore is still the most commonly used model to obtain
the effective thermal conductivity of metal foams.
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Figure 2.6. Geometry approximation of metal foam.
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(a) Hexagon; (b) Cube;
(c) Dodecahedron; (d) Tetrakaidehedron;
(e) Real metal foam structure.
2.4.2. Forced and natural convection
Darcy Law (Darcy, 1856) has been widely used to model fluid flow in porous media,
which states that the volume-averaged flow velocity through porous media is proportional
to the pressure gradient and the permeability of the porous media whilst inversely
proportional to the dynamic viscosity of the fluid. Darcy Law is valid for seepage flow in
which both porosity and flow velocity are low; however, Darcy Law no longer holds true
for flow in metal foams because flow velocity in metal foams is usually high due to high
porosity. In addition, Darcy Law neglects inertial forces and fails to satisfy the non-slip
boundary condition which holds true for almost all viscous fluids. Brinkman (1947) and
Forchheimer (1901) modified Darcy Law by adding two correction terms to account for
inertial and viscous effects. Based on Brinkman-extended Darcy Law, Lu et al. (2006)
presented an analytical solution to flow in metal foams, but inertial forces were neglected
in their study. Tian et al. (2008) numerically investigated both viscous and inertial effects
in metal foam-filled pipes, and found that inertial effects (Forchheimer, 1901) were
dominant over viscous effects (Brinkman, 1947) especially under high flow velocity.
Their research extended the famous SIMPLE algorithm (Semi-Implicit Method for
Pressure Linked Equations) (Patankar, 1980) for forced flow in metal foams, making a
numerical simulation possible. However, their work did not consider natural convection,
nor phase change heat transfer. Despite that natural convection was numerically
simulated in air-filled metal foam by Zhao et al. (2005), there is still a pressing need to
investigate the coupled conduction/convection phase change heat transfer in high-
porosity metal foams.
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2.4.3. Phase change heat transfer
Traditional heat transfer models in porous media have been based on the thermal
equilibrium condition, which assumes a sufficient heat communication between porous
media and saturation material so that only one heat transfer equation is needed to
consider two components. This holds true for most porous media such as packed beds and
granular materials which have low porosity (volume percentage of each component does
not vary much) and low thermal conductivity ratio. For metal foams, their high porosity
means thermal equilibrium is difficult to achieve; metal materials usually have a thermal
conductivity 103 times higher than saturation materials such as air and water. All these
have made the traditional one-equation thermal equilibrium model unsuitable for metal
foams.
Krishnan et al. (2005) numerically investigated the solid/liquid phase change phenomena
in metal foams by using a two-temperature numerical model. However, their numerical
results were not validated by a phase change experiment in real metal foams, due to the
lack of experimental data at that time. Zhao and Tian (2010) carried out an experiment on
heat transfer in PCM-embedded metal foams, a two-dimensional heat conduction model
was also presented, which agreed well with experimental data. This study did not
consider the effect of natural convection, and was later improved by Tian and Zhao
(2011a), in which the effects of metal foam inner structures on heat transfer were
analysed. Their investigation was based on the two-equation non-equilibrium heat
transfer model, and the coupled problem of heat conduction and natural convection was
solved for phase change heat transfer in metal foams. Their results showed that heat can
be quickly transferred to the whole domain of PCMs with the help of the metal foam
frame. However, at the two-phase zone and liquid zone, metal foams were found to have
large flow resistance, thus suppressing the natural convection in PCMs. Nonetheless, the
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PCM–metal foam samples still achieved higher overall heat transfer performance than the
PCM sample, which implies that the enhancement of heat conduction offsets or exceeds
the natural convection loss.
Phase change heat transfer in PCM-embedded metal foams was also numerically
investigated in other methods such as Phase Field Model (PFM) and Lattice Boltzmann
Method (LBM). According to Han et al. (2013), PFM that uses a set of phase field
parameters to distinguish melting zone from the solid/liquid zone has advantages in
tracking moving boundaries which would otherwise have to be tackled by the enthalpy
method. Their study did not consider fluid flow, which is important to convective heat
transfer. Zhao et al. (2010) numerically investigated convective heat transfer by using
LBM, in which the complicated thermal transport in metal foams was modelled by
choosing appropriate spatio-temporal distribution functions. However, the geometric
structures assumed in their simulations were discontinuous squares, which beared no
resemblance to real metal foam structures (coutinuous).
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2.5. Cascaded Thermal Energy Storage (CTES)
2.5.1. Motivation
The main advantage of latent heat storage over sensible heat storage is the high storage
capacity within a small temperature band. Figure 2.7(a) (Mehling and Cabeza, 2008)
gives a comparison between a sensible heat storage system and a latent heat storage
system made of a single PCM. For the small temperature difference covering the phase
change zone, there is a factor of 3 between the heat stored in the latent heat storage
system and the sensible heat storage system. For a larger temperature difference, the
advantage of the latent heat storage shrinks to 6:4 = 1.5, so that there is no reason to
prefer a latent heat storage system to a sensible heat storage system.
Mehling and Cabeza (2008) suggested that the use of a cascaded arrangement of multiple
PCMs with different melting temperatures should solve the above problem. Figure 2.7(b)
(Mehling and Cabeza, 2008) shows a typical three-stage Cascaded Thermal Energy
Storage (CTES) system: the PCM I with the lowest melting temperature is heated from T1
to T2, the PCM II with the medium melting temperature is heated from T2 to T3, and the
PCM III with the highest melting temperature is heated from T3 to the maximum
temperature. Using such a cascaded storage system, the difference of the stored energy
between cascaded latent heat storage and single sensible heat storage is 10:4 = 2.5.
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(a) With a single PCM
(b) With cascaded latent heat storage
Figure 2.7. Comparison of stored heat between sensible heat storage and latent heat
storage (Mehling and Cabeza, 2008).
Another reason for using CTES is illustrated as follows. A very common practical
situation is that the charging and discharging time is usually limited and the heat needs to
be stored or released quickly. When charging a storage system with only a single-stage
PCM, the heat transfer fluid rapidly transfers heat to the PCM. The temperature of the
heat transfer fluid therefore reduces, which in turn reduces the temperature difference
between the PCM and heat transfer fluid and leads to poor heat transfer at the end of the
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storage. As a result, the PCM is melted rapidly at the entrance part where the Heat
Transfer Fluid (HTF) enters the storage, but the PCM is melted more slowly at the end of
the storage where HTF exits the storage. For the discharging process, the problem still
exists: the PCM at the end of the storage might not be used for latent heat storage as the
HTF temperature rises. By using CTES, such problems can be solved. Figure 2.8 gives a
comparison between a single-stage PCM system and a five-stage CTES PCM system
(Medrano et al., 2010; Pilkington Solar International GmbH, 2000). For charging process,
a PCM with a lower melting temperature can be placed at the end of the heat exchanger,
so that the temperature difference can be large enough to ensure all PCMs to be melted.
CTES also works efficiently for discharging process.
Figure 2.8. Comparison between a single-stage storage system and a five-stage cascaded
storage system (Medrano et al., 2010; Pilkington Solar International GmbH, 2000).
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2.5.2. Applications
Cascaded Thermal Energy Storage (CTES), consisting of multiple PCMs with cascaded
melting temperatures, has recently been proposed as a solution to heat transfer
deterioration, which often arises when charging/discharging a single-stage PCM storage
system. The reasons were given in Section 2.3.2.1.
Gong and Mujumdar (1997) investigated a five-stage PCM system, and found a
significantly improved heat transfer (34.7%) compared to the single PCM system.
Michels and Pitz-Paal (2007) investigated a three-stage PCM system, and found that a
higher proportion of melted PCM and a more uniform heat transfer fluid outlet
temperature than in the traditional single-stage storage.
The study by Michels and Pitz-Paal (2007) was based on energy efficiency, not having
considered exergy efficiency that represents the utilisable part of energy. Exergy analyses
for multiple PCM systems were conducted by Watanabe and Kanzawa (1995), and
Shabgard et al. (2012). Watanabe and Kanzawa (1995) found an increased exergy
efficiency by using multiple PCMs, whilst Shabgard et al. (2012) found that the multiple
PCMs recovered a larger amount of exergy despite having lower exergy efficiency at
times. Tian et al. (2012) conducted an overall thermal analysis of a three-stage CTES
system, and found that CTES achieved a higher heat transfer rate than the Single-stage
Thermal Energy Storage (STES), but CTES did not always achieve higher exergy
efficiency than STES.
2.5.3. Metal Foam-enhanced Cascaded Thermal Energy Storage (MF-CTES)
An overall thermal analysis taking exergy into account considers not only the quantity of
the energy, but also the quality of the energy, and therefore is very important. However,
there are only a few publications addressing exergy issues for CTES. Moreover, none of
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these existing studies has combined CTES with other heat transfer enhancement
techniques, especially the use of metal foams. Chapter 6 of this Thesis aims to investigate,
for the first time, the idea of the metal foam-enhanced CTES system, examining its
technical feasibility and evaluating its energy and exergy performance.
Chapter 3. Heat Conduction
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Chapter 3. Heat Conduction
To investigate the thermal transport phenomena in PCM-embedded metal foams, two
main heat transfer modes need to be considered: heat conduction and natural convection.
Heat conduction is addressed in Chapter 3, whilst natural convection is addressed in
Chapter 4. This Chapter starts with a basic one-dimensional heat conduction problem,
then progresses to the real two-dimensional heat conduction problem.
3.1. One-dimensional heat conduction
3.1.1. Problem description
Figure 3.1(a) illustrates the one-dimensional heat conduction for the PCM-embedded
metal foam. The PCM, after being heated into liquid, flows and fills the entire pore space
inside the metal foam, and thus a PCM-embedded metal foam system is formed. The
system is heated by a constant heat flux qw on the bottom boundary, and is thermally
insulated on the top boundary. The melting front denotes the border line dividing the
liquid and the solid zone, and it moves upwards as time increases. Figure 3.1(b) shows a
differentiation control volume inside the PCM-embedded metal foam system. For the
control volume considered (the grey in Figure 3.1(b)), the net heat flux is equal to the
heat flux coming from the top control volume (q+) minus the heat flux going to the
bottom control volume (q–). Discussion on the governing equations in Section 3.1.2 will
be based on Figure 3.1(b).
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(a)
Control volume
(b)
Figure 3.1. One-dimensional heat conduction for the PCM-embedded metal foam.
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3.1.2. Governing equation
Within Cartesian coordinate system, the governing equation for one-dimensional heat
conduction takes on the following form:
2
2
( , ) ( , )T x t T x t
t x
 
 
(3.1)
where ( , )T x t is the PCM temperature, t is time, x is the horizontal coordinate,  is the
PCM thermal diffusivity and is given by:
PCM MF
p
k
c
 
 (3.2)
where  and pc denote the PCM density and specific heat capacity respectively;
PCM MFk  is the effective thermal conductivity of the PCM-embedded metal foam.
When calculating PCM MFk  , the following factors need to be considered: porosity, pore
size, pore shape, and the thermal conductivities of both the metal material and the PCM.
Details of the derivation of PCM MFk  are given later in Section 3.1.3.
The boundary conditions of Eq. (3.1) are given by:
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( ( ), ) mT S t t T (3.3c)
( )S t is the position function of the melting front. It varies with time t, having a value
from 0 to L. The correlation between ( )S t and ( , )T x t can be obtained by the energy
conservation law, shown below:
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where LH (kJ/kg) is the latent heat of the PCM, T(x, t) is a piecewise function that has
different definitions in the solid and the liquid phases. The superscript “+”denotes the
solid phase, whilst the superscript “–”denotes the liquid phase. The term on the left hand
side of Eq. (3.4) represents the net amount of heat that a control volume at the melting
front absorbs. As shown in Figure 3.1(b), the net heat equals q+ minus q–. In fact, the first
term on the right hand side of Eq. (3.4) is q+, and the second term on the right hand side
of Eq. (3.4) is q–.
The initial condition of Eq. (3.1) is given by:
0( ,0)T x T (3.5)
3.1.3. Determination of the effective thermal conductivity ( PCM MFk  )
Determination of the effective thermal conductivity PCM MFk  is complicated, because it
depends on porosity, pore size, pore shape, and thermal conductivities of both the metal
material and the PCM. PCM MFk  is usually modelled by researching geometrically similar
structures.
Calmidi and Mahajan (2000) presented a two-dimensional simplified model of the
effective thermal conductivity for metal foams, which gave good agreement with test data.
However the real microstructures in metal foams are three-dimensional, and therefore a
three-dimensional model is preferred in order to improve model accuracy. In this Chapter,
a three-dimensional structured model presented by Boomsma and Poulikakos (2001) has
been used to deal with the effective thermal conductivity of metal foams. A
tetrakaidecahedron (Thomson, 1887) was used in their model to approximate metal foam
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cells, because it is the polyhedron with the minimal surface energy. The reason for using
the principle of minimal surface energy is that metal foam cells tend to shrink to the
minimal surface when being manufactured by foaming processes. Figure 3.2 shows the
structure of a tetrakaidecahedron, which is a fourteen-face polyhedron comprising six
squares and eight hexagons. By using such a polyhedron approximation, Boomsma and
Poulikakos (2001) obtained a good agreement between model predictions and
experimental data on metal foams with porosities from 88% to 98%. Their model is
shown in Eq. (3.6):
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In Eqs. (3.6a) to (3.6g), e is a length ratio defined by Boomsma and Poulikakos (2001) to
account for the effect of the juncture nodes where metal fibres joint, is the metal foam
porosity, sk is the thermal conductivity of the metal material used to manufacture the
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metal foam, fk is the thermal conductivity of the material saturated in the metal foam,
and AR , BR , CR and DR are the calculated thermal resistance of four different layers
inside a tetrakaidecahedron cell. The effective thermal conductivity PCM MFk  is a result of
these four layers thermally placed in parallel (Boomsma and Poulikakos, 2001).
(a) A single tetrakaidecahedron; (b) Three tetrakaidecahedrons lapped together
Figure 3.2. Tetrakaidecahedron (Fourie and Du Plessis, 2002).
3.1.4. Discretisation schemes
 Explicit scheme
The governing equation is a parabolic-type partial differential equation, as shown in Eq.
(3.1). It can be discretised into the following forms:
, 1 -1, , 1,(1 2 )i j i j i j i jT rT r T rT     (3.7a)
2 ( 2,3, ,m 1; 1, 2, , n 1)r i jh
      (3.7b)
where ,i jT denotes the temperature at the i-th node at the j-th time step,and h are the
time step and the distance step respectively. The discretised nodes are shown in Figure
3.3.
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By using the explicit scheme, the temperature at a certain time step can be obtained from
the calculated temperature at the previous time step. Thus, with Eq. (3.5) giving the initial
temperature in the whole computational domain, the temperature at any node and any
time step can be calculated. The drawback of the explicit scheme is its divergence when
time step is larger than a critical value (mesh ratio r is greater than 0.5), the mathematical
proof of which is given by Morton and Mayers (2005). To ensure numerical convergence,
a small time step is usually used in the explicit scheme, which significantly increases the
computing time.
Figure 3.3. Discretised nodes.
 Implicit scheme
The implicit scheme is given by:
1, 1 , 1 1, 1 ,(1 2 )i j i j i j i jrT r T rT T         (3.8)
The temperature at a certain time step cannot be directly obtained from the calculated
values at the previous time step. Instead, a series of algebraic equations have to be solved.
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According to the study conducted by Tian and Zhao (2009a), the implicit and the explicit
scheme produced the same calculation results, and the difference is that the former
showed much better numerical convergence in large time steps than the latter.
3.1.5. Numerical procedure and validation
To get better numerical convergence and reduce computing time, the implicit scheme was
adopted in the simulation, which was executed under the workspace of Matlab®. The
discretised equation –Eq. (3.8) was solved in a 1126000 mesh, including 112 nodes in
the x-axis and 6000 nodes in the time axis. Numerical simulations were set to stop when
the difference between two consecutive iterations was less than 10-6 (0.0001%).
Mesh independence was also conducted by examining a finer mesh. The number of the
nodes in the x-axis was doubled to 224, thus the number of the nodes in the time axis
should be quadrupled to ensure a constant mesh ratio r, shown in Eq. (3.7b). Numerical
simulations indicated that a 22424000 mesh could only improve the accuracy by 0.03%
compared to the 1126000 mesh, meaning a finer mesh is not needed. The numerical
accuracy was determined by comparing the two mesh systems. 0.03% represents the
relative temperature difference (temperatures measured in ºC) between the two mesh
systems averaged on each calculation grid.
To validate the simulations, the program was used to solve the one-dimensional transient
heat conduction problem (no phase change) under two different boundary conditions:
constant heat flux and constant temperature. The maximum discrepancy between the
simulation results and the corresponding analytical solutions was found to be less than
0.15%.
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3.1.6. Results and discussion
 Comparison with experimental data
The simulation results were compared to the experimental data by Tian and Zhao (2009a).
RT58 (manufacturer: Rubitherm® Technologies GmbH, Germany) was used as the PCM,
and a piece of copper foam of 95% porosity and 10 ppi was used to enhance heat
conduction. Here 95% porosity means the pore volume percentage is 95%; 10 ppi means
the pore density is 10 pores per inch (1 inch = 0.0254 m). Pore density represents the pore
size in metal foams, with higher pore density meaning smaller pore size. The PCM RT58
has a latent heat of 181 kJ/kg and a specific heat of 2.1 kJ/kg. More thermal properties of
RT58 are given in Section 4.4.1. Figure 3.4 shows the comparison of PCM temperatures
between the simulation and the experiment. Good agreement between the two is achieved
in the early heating stage and the late phase change stage. However, large discrepancies
exist in the early phase change stage, because the RT58, which should have a nominal
melting temperature of 58 ºC, actually melts in a large temperature range (48 ºC –62 ºC)
according to Rubitherm®. Thus, the numerical results in Figure 3.4 indicate that the
melting starts only when the temperature rises up to 58 ºC, whilst the experimental data
indicate that the melting actually starts earlier. Large discrepancies also exist in the
post-melting stage (natural convection-dominated area), because natural convection was
not considered in the present model. Two other reasons accounting for such large
discrepancies are: low accuracy of the model (only one-dimensional) and inability to
consider the temperature difference between the PCM and the metal foam. Low accuracy
of the present model will be improved by a two-dimensional analysis in Section 3.2,
which will employ a two-temperature model to consider the temperature difference
between the PCM and the metal foam.
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Figure 3.4. Comparison between numerical results and experimental data
(one-dimensional heat conduction).
 Melting front
Figure 3.5 shows the model-predicted PCM temperature variance as a function of time.
When t = 805 s, melting has not started (below melting point: 58 ºC). When t = 1529 s
and 2616 s, melting has started, with the melting front moving gradually from the heat
surface inwards. As time increases, the PCM has finished melting and fully become
liquid state when t = 4225 s.
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Figure 3.5. Melting front.
 Effect of different metal foam samples
Figure 3.6 gives the model-predicted temperature difference between the heating surface
and x = 8 mm, for two metal foam samples (95% and 85% porosity respectively), in
which temperature difference is measured in ºC and time is measured in s. When heat
flux is fixed, smaller temperature difference means higher heat transfer rate. Since the
metal foam of 85% porosity has smaller temperature difference than the one of 95%
porosity, it also has better heat transfer performance. This is reasonable, because a lower
porosity means a higher percentage of the high-thermal conductivity metal material,
which is helpful to transfer heat rapidly from the heating surface to the PCM.
In Figure 3.6, the temperature difference for both samples is 0 ºC at the start since the
initial temperature distribution is uniform. When the heat flux qw is applied, the
temperature difference increases rapidly and then stays constant for a while until melting
starts (t = 1000±150 s). Once melting starts, the temperature difference undergoes a steep
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decrease, because the PCM around the heating wall is absorbing a large amount of heat to
overcome latent heat, which has significantly delayed the temperature rise near the wall.
When t = 1200±50 s, the PCM close to the wall has finished melting, leading to the rapid
rise of the wall temperature. As time increases, more PCM is being melted. When t =
2000±50 s, all the PCM at x 8 mm has finished melting, and the heat flux is mainly
used to heat the PCM at x 8 mm for phase change, which causes the temperature
difference to keep relatively steady afterwards.
Figure 3.6. Comparison between two different metal foam samples.
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 Heat transfer enhancement by using metal foams
Numerical simulation also obtained the temperature difference T (ºC) in two
metal-foam samples, shown in Figure 3.7. Smaller T means higher heat transfer
performance, because when heat flux is fixed heat transfer rate is proportional to 1/T.
Figure 3.7 shows that the T in two metal-foam samples is much smaller than that in the
pure PCM sample, with the former being only 5% to 20% of the latter. Thus, the heat
conduction rate in metal-foam samples is 5–20 times higher than in the pure PCM sample.
The conclusion can therefore be drawn that heat conduction of PCMs can be significantly
enhanced by metal foams.
Figure 3.7. Heat transfer enhancement by metal foams.
3.1.7. Limitations
The above one-dimensional model is subject to a rather low accuracy. It cannot reflect the
temperature difference between the PCM and the metal foam, nor the natural convection.
The one-dimensional model only considers the effect of metal foam porosity (%), whilst
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it neglects the effect of metal foam pore density (ppi). Therefore an investigation
involving one more dimension becomes necessary. In Section 3.2, a two-dimensional
heat conduction analysis will be presented, which employs a two-temperature model to
consider the temperature difference between the PCM and the metal foam. To further
reduce the model error, a two-dimensional natural convection study will be presented in
Chapter 4.
3.2. Two-dimensional heat conduction
3.2.1. Problem description
As shown in Figure 3.8(a), the PCM-embedded metal foam is heated from the bottom
boundary by a constant heat flux qw, and loses heat to the ambiance through its left, right
and top boundary, with the heat loss coefficients being h1, h2 and h3, respectively. The
sample dimensions are L1 in the x-direction and L2 in the y-direction. Different from the
one-dimenionsal heat conduction discussed in Section 3.1, a control volume unit in the
two-dimensional heat conduction has four neighbouring control volume units affecting its
thermal state, thus making the process of equations solvation more time-consuming.
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(a) Physical problem;
(b) Control volume
Figure 3.8. Two-dimensional heat conduction for the PCM-embedded metal foam.
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3.2.2. Governing equations
A two-dimensional heat transfer analysis has been conducted for the PCM-embedded
metal foam, without natural convection being considered. Eq. (3.9a) and Eq. (3.9b) are
the governing equations for the metal foam and the PCM respectively (Tian and Zhao,
2009b).
 
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where intk is the interfacial heat transfer coefficient between the metal foam and the PCM,
which is chosen as the thermal conductivity of the PCM because the main thermal
resistance is on the PCM side; pr is the effective pore radius, equal to half of the effective
pore diameter pd , which from Section 4.2.2 equals 0.0254 m/pore density; sfa is the
specific surface area of the metal foam, given by Eq. (4.15); MF is the thermal
diffusivity of the metal foam, and PCM is the thermal diffusivity of the porous PCM. The
calculating formulae of MF and PCM are given by:
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PCM p PCM
k
c
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where MFk is the effective thermal conductivity of the metal foam when PCM is not
saturated), PCMk is the effective thermal conductivity of the porous PCM when not
considering metal foam. They can be calculated by assigning 0fk  and 0sk  in Eq.
(3.6), respectively (Tian and Zhao, 2009b; Tian and Zhao, 2011a).
In Eq. (3.9), the terms on the left hand side stand for the changing rates of the
temperature (T) along with time t. They are caused by thermal diffusion (the first terms
on the right hand side) and interstitial heat transfer (the second terms on the right hand
side). The initial temperature of the system is T0, shown in Eq. (3.11):
0( , ,0) ( , ,0)MF PCMT x y T x y T  (3.11)
The PCM and metal foam are receiving a total amount of heat flux qw at their common
bottom boundary. However, the percentages of qw need to be carefully decided for the
PCM and metal foam. Calmidi and Mahajan (2000) employed an explicit presumption to
decide the percentages: with PCM being / ( ) 100%PCM MF PCMk k k  and metal foam
being / ( ) 100%MF MF PCMk k k  . Such a presumption can make numerical simulations
simpler and quicker, but meanwhile results in inaccuracy. To avoid such inaccuracy,
exact percentages between the PCM and metal foam should be decided by an implicit
relationship, which was proposed by Zhao et al. (2005) and further developed by Tian
and Zhao (2011a), shown in Eq. (3.12):
( ,0, )( ,0, ) PCMMF
MF PCM w
T x tT x t
k k q
y y
  
 
(3.12a)
( ,0, ) ( ,0, )PCM MFT x t T x t (3.12b)
Eq. (3.12b) shows the condition that the PCM and metal foam have the identical
temperature at their common boundary.
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The PCM temperature at the melting front is Tm:
( , ), ( , ),PCM x y mT S y t S x t t T   (3.13)
Eqs. (3.14a) and (3.14b) show the energy balance on the left boundary:
 1(0, , ) (1 ) (0, , ) 0MFMF MFT y tk h T T y tx  
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Eqs. (3.15a) and (3.15b) show the energy balance on the right boundary:
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Eqs. (3.16a) and (3.16b) show the energy balance on the top boundary:
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
(3.16b)
The position function of the melting front S(x, y, t) has the following correlation with the
temperature function TPCM(x, y, t):
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The position function S(x, y, t) has two components in the x-direction and the y-direction,
which are shown in Eqs. (3.17a) and (3.17b), respectively. In these two equations, the
term on the left hand side represents the marching speed of the melting front. The first
two terms on the right hand side represent the net heat given by the neighbouring PCM.
The third term on the right hand side represents the heat from the metal foam.
3.2.3. Numerical procedure
A Finite Difference Method (FDM)-based program was developed to deal with the phase
change heat transfer problem in the PCM-embedded metal foam. The program was
compiled and executed in Matlab®. Uniform mesh grids were employed: 14112, i.e. 14
nodes in the y-direction (0.025 m) and 112 nodes in the x-direction (0.2 m). Iterations
were automatically aborted when the maximum difference between two successive
iterations is smaller than 10-6 (0.0001%). Mesh independence was also ensured, as the
result shows that a finer mesh of 28224 could only improve the numerical accuracy by
0.07%.
3.2.4. Numerical results and discussion
The numerical results are compared with the corresponding experimental data from Tian
and Zhao (2009b), shown in Figure 3.9. The symbol “y”denotes the vertical coordinate
of the computational domain, representing the distance of local positions from the heating
wall. The PCM begins to melt at t = 1100±100 s and finishes phase change at t =
4500±100 s. Compared to the one-dimensional model shown in Figure 3.4, the
two-dimensional model has achieved a better agreement with the corresponding
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experimental data. Especially when melting finishes, the results from the two-
dimensional model are much closer to the experimental data than the results from the
one-dimensional model. Despite a better accuracy, small discrepancies still exist. The
probable reason is that natural convection was neglected. More importantly, the PCM
used in the experiment was RT58, which melts between 48 ºC and 62 ºC according to the
PCM provider Rubitherm®. However, the PCM was assumed to have a constant melting
point (58 ºC) in the numerical model, leading to a rather flat melting line in the numerical
results. Experimental data indicates that the PCM starts melting at 48 ºC, the place where
the numerical results deviate from experimental data, because latent heat starts taking
effect and delays the temperature rise whilst in the numerical model the PCM temperature
is still rising (sensible heat taking effect since below 58 ºC).
Figure 3.9. Comparison between numerical results and experimental data
(two-dimensional heat conduction).
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Figure 3.10. Comparison between two metal foam samples with different pore density:
(a) 10 ppi; (b) 30 ppi.
Figure 3.10 shows a comparison between two metal foam samples with the same porosity
(95%) but different pore density: 10 ppi and 30 ppi. In Figure 3.10, TMF denotes the metal
foam temperature and TPCM denotes the PCM temperature. PCM has the same
temperature as metal foam at the bottom boundary (heating wall) as assumed in Eq.
(3.12b). The temperature difference between PCM and metal foam is smaller in the 30
ppi sample than in the 10 ppi sample, meaning that the thermal communication in the 30
ppi sample is better than that in the 10 ppi sample. The metal foam sample of 30 ppi has
finer pores and larger specific surface area than the one of 10 ppi, resulting in the former
having better heat transfer than the latter.
Figures 3.11(a)–(d) show the evolution of the two-dimensional temperature profiles
during melting process for the metal foam of 95% porosity and 10 ppi. As seen in Figure
3.11, the sample is 0.2 m in the x-direction and 0.025 m in the y-direction. Temperatures
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are represented by different colours. The numbers on the isotherms denote the local
temperature (in ºC).
Figure 3.11(a) shows the temperature profiles at t = 966 s. At this time, the maximum
temperature of the PCM in the whole region is 57.5 ºC which is still below the melting
point (58 ºC). As time increases, PCM begins to melt from the bottom boundary where
the heat flux is exerted. When t = 2146 s, nearly 40% of the whole PCM has finished
melting, illustrated by the area below the 58 ºC isotherm line shown in Figure 3.11(b). As
time increases further, the melting front gradually moves upwards, meaning more PCM is
being melted, shown in Figure 3.11(c). The PCM temperature profiles when t = 4888 s
are shown in Figure 3.11(d). At this time, all the PCM has been fully heated into liquid
state, with the minimum and maximum temperature being 60 ºC and 71 ºC respectively.
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Figure 3.11. Temperature profiles (two-dimensional heat conduction).
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3.3. Conclusion
In this Chapter, heat conduction was examined for PCM-embedded metal foams. The
one-dimensional and the two-dimensional model both achieved a fairly good agreement
with the corresponding experimental data. The one-dimensional investigation treated the
PCM and metal foam with the same temperature. This does not conform to the real case,
and was improved by the two-dimensional investigation, which employs the
two-equation non-thermal equilibrium model to consider the temperature difference
between the PCM and the metal skeleton.
It was found that the addition of metal foams can significantly reduce the temperature
difference in PCMs and therefore enhance the heat conduction rate by 5–20 times
compared to the case without metal foams. Numerical results also showed that the metal
foams of smaller porosity and larger pore density can achieve even better heat transfer
performance than those of larger pore size and porosity.
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Chapter 4. Natural Convection
Apart from heat conduction, natural convection is the other important heat transfer mode
in PCM-embedded metal foams. In this Chapter, a two-dimensional thermal study of
coupled heat conduction and natural convection is presented for PCM-embedded metal
foams, and the effects of metal foams on heat transfer enhancement are investigated
theoretically and experimentally. The numerical investigation is based on the
high-accuracy two-equation non-equilibrium heat transfer model, with numerical results
being validated by experimental data.
4.1. Problem description
The physical problem to be tackled is illustrated in Figure 4.1. The PCM, after being
heated to liquid, is embedded into a piece of rectangular copper foam. The PCM and the
foam are heated from the bottom side through a constant heat flux qw provided by an
electric heater. Because perfect insulation is hard to achieve in real applications, they lose
heat to the atmosphere through the left, right and top boundaries, with heat loss
coefficients h1, h2 and h3 respectively. The curve in Figure 4.1 represents the melting
front of the PCM during phase change. Within the area below this curve, the PCM has
been fully melted into the liquid state (natural convection occurs, illustrated by the red
dashed circles), whilst within the area above this curve the PCM is still in the solid state
(natural convection does not occur).
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Figure 4.1. Natural convection for the PCM-embedded metal foam.
4.2. Mathematical model
Transport phenomena, such as fluid flow and heat transfer, are rather difficult to be
quantified in porous media because of their complicated porous structures. The
volume-averaging method is usually employed by researchers when modelling transport
phenomena in porous media. Volume-averaging method treats porous media as a
continuous structure comprising many Representative Elementary Volumes (REVs) (Tian,
2012). Most porous media have at least two components (solid frame saturated by
air/water or other materials). Porous media have irregular structures inside and therefore
are heterogeneous, but they can be homogeneous if looked macroscopically. REV is the
differentiation volume unit in porous media beyond which the physical properties of the
porous media become homogeneous. Introduction of REV allows researchers to extend
the models used in continuum theory to porous media. The size of an REV should be
much larger than the characteristic pore size, so that a function f can have a reliable
average value over a whole REV (Whitaker, 1969): the volume-averaged value fluctuates
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when the selected REV is not large enough. The size of an REV should also be much
smaller than the porous media macroscopic size, so that the differential equations that are
used to describe transport phenomena in porous media can be applied to an REV
(Whitaker, 1969). The volume-averaged value fREV of any function f over an REV is
given by:
1
REV
REV REV
f f dV
V
  (4.1)
where denotes the volume-averaged value of a certain function over an REV.
4.2.1 Equations of fluid dynamics
Based on such a volume-averaging technique, the classical continuity equation can be
written as:
V = 0 (4.2)
denotes the volume-averaged value of the velocity function over a metal foam REV
(Representative Elementary Volume inside metal foams) (Calmidi, 1998; Tian and Zhao,
2011a). The continuity equation takes on different forms under different coordinate
systems, and its form under the Cartesian coordinate system can be written by:
0u v
x y
  
  (4.3)
where u and v denote the components of the velocity V in the x-direction and in the y-
direction respectively.
Darcy’s Law has been used to describe fluid flow in porous media for over a hundred
years; however, its application has been restricted to seepage flow where the flow
velocity is rather low. Fluid flow in metal foams is usually at a much higher flow rate due
to high porosities (85% and higher), resulting in the non-Darcy effects of viscous flow
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resistance and inertia flow resistance (Tian, 2012). To consider these non-Darcy effects,
correction terms have been introduced, and these include Brinkman correction for viscous
effects (Brinkman, 1947) and Forchheimer correction for inertia effects (Forchheimer,
1901). Brinkman-Forchheimer extended Darcy equations for metal foams take on the
following form:
 2
2
PCM
PCM
PCM fPCM PCM
PCM
1
t
C
p
K K
 
  

  

     
V
V V =
V V V V g
(4.4)
where denotes the norm of a vector, g denotes the gravity vector, denotes the
porosity of the metal foam, PCM denotes the dynamic viscosity of the PCM, PCM
denotes the density of the PCM, K is the permeability coefficient for homogeneous
metal foams, which can be a vector/tensor for anisotropic materials, and fC denotes the
inertial factor for fluid flow in metal foams.
Eq. (4.4) takes on the following forms under the Cartesian coordinate system:
2 2
2 2
PCM
PCM
PCM fPCM PCM
u u u
u v
t x y
Cp u u u u u
x x y K K
 
 

        
           
=
(4.5)
2 2
2 2 ( )
PCM
PCM
PCM fPCM PCM
PCM PCM ref
v v vu v
t x y
Cp v v v v v g T T
y x y K K


   

        
             
=
(4.6)
Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6) give the momentum equations of the velocity V in the x-direction and
the y-direction respectively. Here, denotes the modulus of a variable, denotes the
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thermal expansion coefficient of the PCM and PCMT denotes the temperature of the PCM.
The last term on the right hand side of Eq. (4.6) represents the buoyancy force caused by
temperature differences of the PCM, and it is the driving force of the natural convection.
The intensity of the natural convection in the PCM mainly depends on its driving force
and its resisting force. The driving force increases with increasing temperature
differences, whilst the resisting force can be reduced by decreasing the viscosity PCM of
the PCM. With fixed temperature differences, the latter results in natural convection
weakening when the viscosity of the PCM is increased. When the PCM is still in solid
state, its viscosity is infinite, so that natural convection does not take place, but as the
PCM becomes liquid after melting finishes, the viscosity falls rapidly, so that natural
convection can take place.
4.2.2 Determination of permeability and inertia factor
By employing data fitting technology, Calmidi and Mahajan (2000) obtained empirical
formulae for permeability and inertial factor of metal foams. Since their results showed
good agreement with test data, this Chapter has employed their formulae, with Eq. (4.7)
showing permeability and Eq. (4.8) showing inertial factor respectively:
 
1.11
0.224
2 0.00073 1
f
pp
dK
dd


     
  (4.7)
 
1.63
0.1320.00212 1 ff
p
d
C
d


     
  (4.8)
where pd denotes the equivalent diameter of metal foam cells, which can be calculated if
knowing the pore density: pd = 0.0254 m/pore density. Pore density reflects the pore size
of metal foam cells and is measured in ppi (pores per inch: 1 inch = 2.54 cm); fd denotes
the equivalent diameter of metal foam fibres, calculated from Calmidi (1998):
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d e 
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 
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 
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(4.9)
To give more accurate results, Eq. (4.9) has taken into account the non-circular shape of
metal fibres by introducing a shape factor, which is shown within the brackets in Eq.
(4.9). When calculating the metal fibre diameters, errors caused by the non-circular effect
can be as large as 40.2% for the metal foam with 95% porosity, but only 8.9% for 90%
porosity and 2.4% for 85% porosity (Tian 2012).
4.2.3 Equations of phase change heat transfer
In order to cope with the phase change heat transfer problem, the Enthalpy Method has
been employed in this study (Tian and Zhao 2011a). The relationship between PCM
enthalpy function ( , , )PCMH x y t and temperature ( , , )fT x y t is given by:
.
.
.
.
.
, ( , )
, [ , ]
, ( , )
PCM
PCM p PCM m
p PCM
PCM m PCM p PCM m pf m L
PCM L
PCM p PCM m L
p PCM
H H c T
c
T T H c T c T H
H H H c T H
c
  
     
    
  
(4.10)
The energy equation for the metal foam (Tian and Zhao, 2011a) is given by:
.
( , , )
( , , )
( , , ) ( , , )
MF
MFMF p MF MF
sf sf MF PCM
T x y t
c k T x y t
t
h a T x y t T x y t
     
    
(4.11)
With the enthalpy method being used in this Chapter, the energy equation for the PCM is
given by:
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( , , ) ( , , ) ( , , )
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PCM p PCM PCM
PCM PCM sf sf MF PCM
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c T x y t
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k T x y t h a T x y t T x y t
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
        
V
(4.12)
In Eqs. (4.11) and (4.12), MFk is the effective thermal conductivity of the metal foam
when PCM is not saturated, and PCMk is the effective thermal conductivity of the porous
PCM when metal foam is removed. Details of their calculation are given in Section 3.2.2
of Chapter 3. sfh is the inter-phase heat transfer coefficient between metal ligaments and
PCM, sfa is specific surface area of the metal foam, and their calculation formulae are
given in Section 4.2.4.
Within Cartesian coordinate system, the above energy equations for the metal foam and
the PCM are given by Eq. (4.13) and Eq. (4.14) respectively:
 
2 2
. 2 2(1 )
MF MF MF
MFMF p MF sf sf MF PCM
T T T
c k h a T T
t x y
             
(4.13)
 
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H T T T Tc u v k
t x y x y
h a T T
                      

(4.14)
4.2.4. Determination of specific surface area and inter-phase heat transfer coefficient
The surface area density of metal foams asf is defined as the total surface area (m2) of
metal fibres within unit volume of metal foam matrix (m3), and it can be obtained by
assuming that all metal fibres have an ideal cylindrical shape (a shape factor was also
introduced by Calmidi and Mahajan (2000) to consider the non-circularity):
 
 
(1 )/0.04
2
3 1
0.59
f
sf
p
d e
a
d
    
 

 (4.15)
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where hsf represents the inter-phase heat transfer coefficient between the metal foam
struts and PCM. Because the metal foam struts were assumed to have the shape of
cylinders, its value can be approximately (uncertainty ±15%) calculated by the empirical
formulae for the flow across a bank of cylinders (Zukauskas, 1987):
 0.4 0.370.76Re Pr , 1 Re 40sfsf d d
f
h d
Nu k    (4.16a)
 0.5 0.370.52Re Pr , 40 Re 1000sfsf d d
f
h d
Nu
k
    (4.16b)
 0.6 0.37 50.26Re Pr , 1000 Re 2 10sfsf d d
f
h d
Nu
k
    (4.16c)
In Eqs. (4.16a) – (4.16c), Red is the Reynolds number, in which the characteristic
diameter d is chosen as the effective diameter of the metal fibres fd (Lu et al., 2007;
Tian, 2012). The calculating formula for fd was given in Eq. (4.9).
4.2.5. Initial and boundary conditions
The initial and boundary conditions for , , ,MF PCMu v T T are shown in the following
equations. Eq. (4.17) gives the velocity boundary conditions, which can be obtained from
the non-slip law for viscous fluids. Eq. (4.18) gives the initial conditions of the thermal
system.
The boundary conditions (for temperature) are given by Eqs. (4.19) and (4.20) (the lower
boundary, which is the heating surface), Eqs. (4.21) and (4.22) (the left boundary),
Eqs. (4.23) and (4.24) (the right boundary) and Eqs (4.25) and (4.26) (the upper
boundary).
1 20, 0,
, 0, , 0
x L y L
u v u v   (4.17)
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4.3. Numerical procedure
A Finite Volume Method (FVM)-based program was developed to solve the governing
equations in Section 4.2. The program was compiled and executed in Visual Fortran®.
The SIMPLER algorithm (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure Linked Equations Revised)
was employed because it was found to have much higher convergence rate (Tian and
Zhao, 2011a) than the SIMPLE algorithm (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure Linked
Equations). Both the SIMPLER and the SIMPLE algorithms were proposed by Patankar
(1980) to solve the flow problems for incompressible fluids. All numerical simulations
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were conducted in a uniform mesh of 50200. There were 50 computational nodes in the
y-direction (0.025 m in total, 0.0005 m for each node), and 200 computational nodes in
the x-direction (0.2 m in total, 0.001 m for each node). The independence of the accuracy
of the numerical solution on the mesh size was also examined, and it was found that the
50200 mesh can ensure that the numerical solution is mesh-independent, meaning the
calculation accuracy cannot be further improved by using a finer mesh grid.
The numerical programming needs to ensure that natural convection only takes place at
the grids where the PCM is in its liquid state and does not take place at the grids where
the PCM is still in its solid state. This is realised by only assigning the real viscosity
value to the grids where the PCM is liquid whilst assigning a viscosity with the value of
1010 to the grids where the PCM is still solid.
4.4. Results and discussion
4.4.1. Experimental test rig and results
The experiment setup is illustrated in Figure 4.2. The test section comprises a piece of
rectangular metal foam (copper foam with the dimension of 200×120×25 mm) with
paraffin wax RT58 embedded in it. According to the PCM provider Rubitherm®, the
thermo-physical properties of RT58 are melting temperature: 48 ºC to 62 ºC, latent heat
of fusion: 181 kJ/kg, specific heat: 2.1 kJ/kg, dynamic viscosity: 0.0269 Pa∙s, thermal
conductivity: 0.2 W/(m K), thermal expansion coefficient: 1.1×10-4 K-1 . The metal foam
was sintered onto a thin copper plate from the bottom side for better thermal contact.
Attached to the copper plate was an electrical heater which is made of flexible silicon
with adjustable heat flux, providing continuous and uniform heat flux for the PCM and
metal foam. The heater input power can be precisely controlled and measured by a Variac
and an electrical power meter (Hameg HM8115-2, accuracy ±0.5%). This allows the heat
flux used in the test to be calculated through dividing the input power by the surface area
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of the copper plate.
Figure 4.2. Test rig.
In the test, nine thermocouples (accuracy ±0.1 ºC) were placed at different locations (y =
8 mm, 16 mm and 24 mm respectively, three thermocouples (at x = 50 mm, 100 mm and
150 mm respectively) were used for each place to get more reliable readings) inside the
PCM to monitor the transient temperature variation. Here, y denotes the distance between
different locations and the heating plate. Another three thermocouples were placed on the
copper plate to record the plate temperatures (y = 0 mm). Although perfect insulation
cannot be guaranteed in the test, the underneath of the heating surface was insulated with
Armflex insulation material and other surfaces were insulated by acrylic sheets, which
were transparent for observation during the tests. The temperatures and the input power
were automatically recorded by a data acquisition system. The uncertainty of the test was
also examined by using Eq. (4.27). The total uncertainty can be attributed to inaccuracies
of measurement for input heat flux and temperature, as well as heat loss. With TCT
being ±0.1ºC (±0.43%) for thermocouples, IMPT being ±0.3ºC (±1.30%) for the
temperature measurement tolerance of IMP3595, the uncertainty of power meter being
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±0.5%, LOSSq being estimated at 2.5 W according to a heat loss coefficient of 3 W/m K
for natural convection of air, and Tq being 38.4 W (1.6 KW/m
2), the overall uncertainty
of the test was estimated at 6.67% by using Eq. (4.27).
2 2 2 2
100%TC LOSSIMP PMT
TC IMP PM T
T qT qU
T T q q
                    
      
(4.27)
(a) (b)
Figure 4.3. Infrared camera image.
Prior to the more accurate temperature measurements using thermocouples, a thermal
picture is taken by using an infrared camera (Therma CAMTM, FLIR A40), shown in
Figure 4.3. The picture shows the full liquid state of paraffin, as the temperature is above
the melting temperature. The metal foam open cells can be seen in Figure 4.3(a). Figure
4.3(b) shows the temperature variation along the line drawn in Figure 4.3(a). Due to the
non-negligible difference between the paraffin and metal foam solid structures, the
temperature exhibits periodic variation. In the experiment, the tiny thermocouple probes
were placed inside the metal foam pores (to measure PCM temperature) instead of
contacting the metal frame. Although this was difficult to achieve, the high porosity of
metal foams made it much easier because 95% porosity would mean that the chance of a
thermocouple probe contacting the metal frame is only 5%. In addition, the temperature
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reading gets unreasonably high if the probe accidentally contacts the metal frame, in
which case the data acquisition system can be programmed to eliminate wrong data and
warn the experimenter of a bad thermocouple contact.
The comparison between the pure RT58 sample and two metal-foam samples during
melting process (charging) is shown in Figure 4.4 ( 0 8y mm y mmT T T    ), from which it
can be seen that the heat transfer enhancement of metal foam on solid/liquid phase
change heat transfer in PCM is very significant compared to the results of the pure PCM
sample, especially at the solid zone. The heat transfer rate can be enhanced by 5–20 times.
In the pure PCM sample, when the PCM starts melting natural convection takes place
thereby reducing the temperature difference between the heating wall and the PCM,
which improves the heat transfer performance. The large flow resistance caused by metal
foam suppresses natural convection in two metal-foam samples. Even so, the addition of
the metal foam can still increase the overall heat transfer rate by 3–10 times (depending
on the metal foam structures) during the melting process (two-phase zone) and the liquid
zone. It can also be concluded from Figure 4.4 that the metal foam sample with smaller
porosity has better heat transfer performance than the one with larger porosity. This is
reasonable because smaller porosity means a larger percentage of metal skeletons, which
is helpful for transferring heat to the PCM more rapidly.
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Figure 4.4. Comparison between the pure PCM sample and two metal-foam samples.
4.4.2 Comparison between experimental data and numerical results
The numerical results and the corresponding experimental data are compared in Figure
4.5, which shows the temperatures at y = 0 mm and 8 mm. y is the vertical coordinate in
the computational domain shown in Figure 4.1, namely the distance between different
locations and the heating plate. Both numerical results and experimental data show that
the PCM begins to melt around t = 1100 s and finishes phase change around t = 4000 s.
Compared to the results shown in Figure 3.9 where natural convection has been neglected,
the numerical results shown in Figure 4.5 have achieved a better agreement with
experimental data, because natural convection has been included in the current model.
Although a better agreement is achieved, there are still small discrepancies between
numerical results and experimental data at t = 1100±500 s. Such discrepancies cannot be
eliminated because in the mathematical model it has been assumed that the PCM has a
fixed melting point of 58 ºC, similarly to crystal materials. In practice, it is important to
note that the PCM used in the experiment was RT58 and it melts in a temperature range
of 48 ºC to 62 ºC according to Rubitherm®. Some crystal salt hydrates, like MnCl2·4H2O
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and MgCl2·4H2O (Sharma et al., 2009), have a fixed melting point of 58 ºC. However, the
reason why they were not used in the experiment was that they have very severe
problems such as phase separation and super-cooling.
As shown in Figure 4.5, the PCM temperatures increase more slowly after melting begins,
because the heat provided is mainly used for phase change rather than increasing sensible
heat. After the PCM has become fully liquid (when temperatures are higher than 62 ºC),
its temperature begins to increase rapidly again, because the heat provided is now all used
for increasing sensible heat of the PCM.
Figure 4.5. Comparison between numerical results and experimental data
(two-dimensional coupled heat conduction and natural convection).
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4.4.3 Flow field in natural convection
Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 present the velocity profiles at two different times (t = 1108 s
and 5859 s, respectively), from which it can be clearly seen that two symmetrical eddies
are formed when natural convection takes place. Both figures indicate that the PCM near
the symmetrical plane (x = 0.1 m) tends to move upward, whilst the PCM on both the left
and right sides has downward velocities. This is because the PCM can be regarded as
being insulated on the symmetrical plane (at x = 0.1 m), but that it is losing heat to
atmosphere on both sides. In Figure 4.6, only a small part of PCM has been melted and
starts natural convection. As time goes on, more percentage of PCM is being melted.
Figure 4.7 shows the velocity profile when the PCM is fully melted.
Figure 4.6. Velocity profile of natural convection (t = 1108 s).
From the numerical investigations, the velocities caused by buoyancy force are quite low,
with an order of magnitude of 10-5 m/s. At first sight, this may seem rather surprising, but
it is still believed to be reasonable, for the following reason. The buoyancy force term
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PCM g T  , which drives natural convection, has an order of magnitude of 101, but in the
main drag force term PCMu K (i.e. Darcy term), PCM K has an order of magnitude
of 106. According to the equilibrium of forces, drag force should have a similar order of
magnitude to buoyancy force, and therefore u should have an order of magnitude of 10-5.
The paraffin wax RT58 used in this study has high dynamic viscosity of 0.0269 Pa.s
(1000 times higher than air) and low thermal expansion coefficient of 1.110-4 K-1 (30
times lower than air), so these special physical characteristics result in the velocity driven
by buoyancy force being so small in this case. Thus, the natural convection fails to
produce dominant influence on heat transfer. It should be noted that despite the
buoyancy-driven convection is not strong enough to have dominant influence, the weak
natural convection over a long period of time can make a difference (slight heat transfer
enhancement reflected by reduced melting time). The similar suppression of natural
convection was also found by Stritih (2004), who added 32 metal fins into PCM to
enhance heat transfer. However, he found that the addition of metal fins did not have the
desired effects on heat transfer enhancement during melting, with the reason being that
natural convection was significantly suppressed by the metal fins, so that the Rayleigh
number in his study was not sufficiently high to overcome the large flow resistance.
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Figure 4.7. Velocity profile of natural convection (t = 5859 s).
To illustrate this further, an examination for smaller viscosity and larger thermal
expansion coefficient was carried out. The viscosity and thermal expansion coefficient of
“air”were adopted, which are 1.8510-5 Pa.s and 3.4310-3 K-1 respectively, but with
other factors in the model remaining unchanged. It was found that the buoyancy-driven
velocities became much larger than those in Figure 4.7, having an order of magnitude of
10-2 m/s (Tian and Zhao, 2010), and natural convection was strong enough to produce
dominant influence on heat transfer. Figure 4.8 shows the effect of PCM viscosity on the
relative thermal conductivity of the metal foam-PCM system when all other parameters
remain the same. Relative themal conductivity reflects the degree of heat transfer
enhancement by using metal foam, and is defined as U divided by the PCM thermal
conductivity, which is 0.20 W/m K. U is defined by Eq. (4.28), representing the
equivalent thermal conductivity of the metal foam-PCM system. The case numbers 1–8
represent the viscosity of PCM , 0.1 PCM , 0.01 PCM , 0.001 PCM , 0.0002 PCM ,
0.0001 PCM , 0.00002 PCM and 0.00001 PCM , respectively. As seen in Figure 4.8, when
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viscosity decreases, natural convection becomes stronger and it significantly enhances the
heat transfer. Therefore from the heat transfer point of view, the PCM with low viscosity
is preferred when choosing among several PCMs which have satisfied all other design
requirements.
Figure 4.8. Effect of PCM viscosity on natural convection.
4.4.4 Effect of metal foam microstructures
For a thermal system with fixed heat flux, a smaller temperature difference means a
higher heat transfer rate, which is reflected by Fourier’s Law shown below:
w
dU q
T


(4.28)
where U is the equivalent thermal conductivity of the metal foam-PCM thermal system;
qw is the heat flux; T is the temperature difference; d is the distance for which the
temperature difference is exerted.
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Figure 4.9 shows a comparison of the temperature differences (between y = 8 mm and y =
0 mm) among three different metal-foam samples, each with either 95% or 85% porosity
and with pore sizes of either 10 ppi or 30 ppi. The data in Figure 4.9 are from numerical
simulations. It shows that after an initial rise, the temperature differences stay steady for a
considerable time before melting starts. This is followed by a rapid drop at around t =
1100 s, due to the start of melting which enhances the heat transfer performance. As time
increases and melting continues, temperature differences stay relatively constant for a
considerable time. Once the PCM near the heating wall has finished absorbing the latent
heat, the temperature differences rise rapidly. However, at this point, the PCM at y = 8
mm has not finished phase change and still keeps a constant temperature at 58 ºC. As
time increases further, this part of PCM finishes the phase change process and
consequently its temperatures rise dramatically around t = 3000 s, resulting in a decrease
of temperature differences.
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Figure 4.9. Comparison of temperature differences among three different metal-foam
samples.
By using Eq. (4.28), the temperature differences in Figure 4.9 can be transformed into
equivalent thermal conductivities U. Figure 4.10 shows U for three different metal-foam
samples. It can be seen that two samples of 30 ppi have better heat transfer performance
than the sample of 10 ppi. This is reasonable because smaller pore size (30 ppi) means
larger contact area between the PCM and metal ligaments to transfer heat. Figure 4.10
also shows that the sample of 85% porosity achieves better heat transfer performance
than that of 95% porosity. This is reasonable because the metal foam of lower porosity
has more solid structures, which results in higher effective thermal conductivity; thus heat
can be drawn more efficiently from the heating surface to the PCM through the metal
foam structures.
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Figure 4.10. Comparison of equivalent thermal conductivities among three different
metal-foam samples.
In summary, the metal-foam samples of smaller pore size and porosity can achieve better
heat transfer performance than those of larger pore size and porosity.
4.4.5 PCM Temperature profiles during the phase change process
Figures 4.11(a)–(d) show the evolution of temperature profiles of the PCM for the metal-
foam sample of 95% porosity and 10 ppi during melting process. Temperatures are
represented by different colours in the figure, with numbers on the isotherms denoting the
exact values (in ºC).
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(a) t = 977 s
(b) t =1108 s
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(c) t = 1318 s
(d) t = 5859 s
Figure 4.11. Temperature profiles (two-dimensional heat conduction and natural
convection).
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Figure 4.11(a) shows its temperature profiles at t = 977 s. At this time, the maximum
temperature of the PCM in the whole region is 57 ºC which is still below the melting
point (58 ºC). When t = 1108 s, a small part of PCM near the bottom boundary has
reached to 58 ºC and begun to melt gradually, illustrated by the isotherms shown in
Figure 11(b). It can also be seen that the left and right parts of the PCM near the bottom
side have not yet begun to melt, because the PCM at these places is losing heat to
atmosphere through the left and right boundary and therefore has not acquired enough
heat to reach the melting point.
As time increases, the melting front gradually moves upwards, meaning more PCM is
being melted, as shown in Figure 11(c). The PCM temperature profiles when t = 5859 s
are shown in Figure 11(d). At this time, all the PCM has been fully heated into liquid
state, with the minimum and maximum temperatures being 72 ºC and 92 ºC.
4.5. Conclusion
The numerical results have shown good agreement with experimental data, even though
the PCM (RT58) used in the experiments does not have a fixed melting point, as assumed
in the model. When comparing the samples which have metal foams embedded into PCM
with a pure PCM sample, it was found that the addition of metal foams can considerably
enhance PCM heat transfer performance (overall, 3–10 times) through effectively
transferring heat from the metal skeleton to the PCM.
It was found from the simulations that the velocity driven by the buoyancy force is not
strong enough to produce dominant influence on heat transfer in the PCM. This is due to
the high viscosity (about 1000 times higher than air) and low thermal expansion
coefficient (30 times lower than air) of RT58, as well as the high flow resistance in metal
foams. The simulation results also indicated that metal foams with smaller pore size and
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porosity can achieve better heat transfer performance than those with larger pore size and
porosity. In addition, a series of detailed evolutions of velocity and temperature
distributions have been obtained; these illustrate clearly the phase change processes of the
PCM.
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Chapter 5. Cascaded Thermal Energy Storage
Apart from using metal foams, Cascaded Thermal Energy Storage (CTES) is another
option to enhance heat transfer in Thermal Energy Storage (TES) systems. In this Chapter,
a thermal and exergetic analysis of CTES is conducted, and comparison is also made
between CTES and the traditional Single-stage Thermal Energy Storage (STES).
5.1. Introduction
In a Thermal Energy Storage (TES) system, the temperature differences undergo an
unavoidable decrease during heat exchange process, which worsens heat transfer. To
tackle this problem, a new concept of cascaded thermal storage has been proposed
(Medrano et al., 2010; Mehling and Cabeza, 2008; Dincer and Rosen, 2010). A cascaded
thermal storage system consists of multiple Phase Change Materials (PCMs) with staged
melting temperatures, so that a relatively constant temperature difference can be
maintained to achieve higher heat transfer rate during the charging/discharging process.
The concept of cascaded thermal storage was tested by Michelsa and Pitz-Paal (2007) for
high-temperature molten salt storage system, and their results indicated that a cascaded
arrangement of PCMs increased the charging/discharging rate. Watanabe et al. (1993)
also identified a significant heat transfer enhancement in their ‘three-type’storage system.
However, most previous studies on cascaded storage have focused on heat transfer rate,
and therefore failed to reflect an important energy conversion factor –exergy. Exergy is
the useful part of thermal energy in PCMs which can be converted into electricity. Krane
(1987) employed the ε–NTU (Effectiveness–Number of Transfer Units) analysis to
conduct an exergy study of a TES system, but only sensible heat was considered. It is
necessary to make an overall thermal performance analysis of a TES system, considering
not only sensible heat but also latent heat. In this Chapter, the overall thermal
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performance of a cascaded thermal storage system is investigated, considering both heat
transfer performance and exergy efficiency.
5.2. Problem description
For comparison, two systems will be presented: the Cascaded Thermal Energy Storage
(CTES) and the Single-stage Thermal Energy Storage (STES). Figure 5.1(a) illustrates
the CTES system, and Figure 5.1(b) illustrates the STES system. The CTES system was
formed by staging three PCMs (different physical properties) along the flow direction of
HTF (heat transfer fluid), whilst the STES system was formed by using only one PCM.
In Figure 5.1, HL (kJ/kg) and Tm (ºC) denote the latent heat and the melting temperature
respectively; h and L show the dimensions of the two systems. Heat transfer fluid (HTF)
enters each system from the left (inlet temperature T0.HTF = 100 ºC), and exits each
system from the right (temperature THTF(t), varying with time). The thermal properties of
the PCMs used in this study are shown in Table 5.1. The melting point of PCM 4 in
STES was chosen to be approximately the average melting point of the three PCMs used
in the CTES, and thus a comparison made between two systems is justifiable. The
ambient temperature T0 was 20 ºC, and the initial temperatures of the two systems were
also 20 ºC. It should be noted that the actual arrangement of PCMs in the current study
was different from what would be expected, in which the melting temperatures of PCMs
usually decrease along the HTF flow direction. Therefore, further studies are required to
examine other influencing factors, such as PCM permutations, PCM thermal properties
(melting temperatures/latent heat) and HTF flow rates. In this study, exergy analysis was
conducted for only PCM, having neglected the exergy of HTF, which should also be
considered in future studies.
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Figure 5.1. An illustration of CTES and STES processes.
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Table 5.1. Thermal properties of PCMs.
(Rubitherm®Technologies GmbH, Germany, <http://www.rubitherm.de>)
PCMs PCM 1 PCM 2 PCM 3 PCM4
Product code RT31 RT50 RT82 RT55
Melting temperature (ºC) 31 50 82 55
Density (kg/m3) 880.0 880.0 880.0 880.0
Latent heat(kJ/kg) 169.0 168.0 176.0 172
Specific heat (kJ/kg ºC) 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1
Thermal conductivity (W/m K) 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Linear thermal expansion coefficient (K-1) 1.1×10-4 1.1×10-4 1.1×10-4 1.1×10-4
Kinetic viscosity (mm2/s) 28.57 31.20 45.45 34.08
Dynamic viscosity (Pa.s) 0.0251 0.0275 0.0400 0.0300
5.3. Mathematical description
5.3.1. Exergy analysis
The entropy change (Dincer and Rosen, 2010) of a thermal system from state ‘1’to state
‘2’can be written as:
2 1 2 1 2 1ln( / ) ln( / )p g L ms s c T T R p p H T    (5.1)
The unusable part of the thermal energy (i.e. Anergy X), depends on the irreversible
entropy increase, which is shown in Eq. (5.2).
 0 2 1 0 2 1 2 1ln( / ) ln( / )p g L mX T s s T c T T R p p H T       (5.2)
Thus the percentage of the usable energy can be calculated by using Eq. (5.3):
 
 
2 1
2 1
100%pex
p
c T T X
c T T
   

(5.3)
Substituting Eq.(5.2) into Eq. (5.3), exergy efficiency is given in Eq. (5.4):
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c T T T c T T R P P H T
c T T

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
(5.4)
Eq. (5.4) can be reduced to Eq. (5.5), since most PCMs are incompressible.
 
 
2 1 0 2 1 0
2 1
ln( / )
100%p p L mex
p
c T T c T T T T H T
c T T
    

(5.5)
In this study, Eq. (5.5) has been used to obtain the exergy efficiency for both CTES and
STES.
5.3.2. Heat transfer analysis on the HTF side
Considering the charging process of both CTES and STES, heat transfer comes from the
high-temperature HTF to the low-temperature PCMs. Thermal resistance of heat transfer
comprises the HTF-side resistance and the PCM-side resistance. The effective heat
transfer coefficient on the HTF side can be obtained by simply employing the Dittus–
Boelter Equation (Holman, 1997).
0.8 0.40.023Re PrNu (5.6)
In this study, water was used as HTF: v = 0.553×10-6 m2/s (kinetic viscosity at 50 ºC), Pr
= 3.56 (Prandtl number at 50 ºC) (Vargaftik, 1975), characteristic length d = (h2-h1)/2 =
0.01 m. The HTF flow velocity is u = 0.5 m/s. By employing the Dittus–Boelter Equation
shown in Eq. (5.6), the effective heat transfer coefficient hHTF was calculated as
1117.7W/m2 (hHTF = 0.023λRe0.8Pr0.4/d).
Biot number was then obtained by:
d 55.9 1HTF
PCM
hBi
k
   (5.7)
Biot number (Holman, 1997) roughly represents how many times bigger the thermal
resistance on the PCM side is than that on the HTF side. Since it is much greater than 1,
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the thermal resistance on the HTF can be reasonably neglected, which simplifies the
following analyses.
5.3.3. Heat transfer analysis
Perfect thermal insulation was assumed in the study, so the heat transfer equations can be
established by employing the Energy Conservation Law: PCMs absorb the same amount
of thermal energy as HTF releases. This is reflected in Eq. (5.8).
( )HTF PCM exch HTF PCMdq dq h T T dA    (5.8)
HTFdq and PCMdq in Eq. (5.8) can be written as follows:
HTF
HTF HTF HTF
T xdq c m
x t
 
 
 (5.9)
1h
PCM
PCM PCM
H
dq dA
t
 

(5.10)
The factor x
t


on the right hand side of Eq. (5.9) is equal to the flow velocity of HTF,
given by:
HTF
x u
t


(5.11)
Thus Eq. (5.8) can be rewritten as Eq. (5.12).
1h ( )
PCMHTF
HTF HTF HTF PCM exch HTF PCM
HT
c m u dA h T T dA
x t
    
 
 (5.12)
To tackle the phase change problem, the Enthalpy Method (Tian and Zhao, 2010) has
been employed. The PCM enthalpy PCMH shown in Eq. (5.10) has the following
relationship with the PCM temperature PCMT (Tian et al., 2012).
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5.4. Numerical procedure
Eq. (5.12) and (5.13) are the equations governing such particular heat transfer phenomena.
These equations were solved simultaneously by the Finite Difference Method (FDM) in
Matlab®. 3,000 uniform meshes were used in the x-direction to ensure the simulation
accuracy. Mesh independency was also examined, and it was found that 6,000 meshes
could only improve the accuracy by 0.10% compared to the case of 3,000 meshes. The
Implicit Iteration was adopted as the Difference Scheme, because the simulation
indicated that Explicit Iteration made the results divergent whilst Implicit Iteration made
the results convergent and accurate. Numerical simulations were set to stop when the
error between two consecutive iterations was less than 10-6 (i.e. 0.0001%).
5.5. Results and discussion
Figure 5.2(a) shows the comparison of heat transfer rates between the CTES and STES
system. It indicates that the cascaded arrangement of PCMs (CTES) enhanced heat
transfer rate by up to 30% (overall). However, it should be noted that CTES showed
lower heat transfer rate than STES after PCM 2 finished the melting process (when the
dimensionless time in Figure 5.2(a) is around 2). The dimensionless time was defined as
the real time divided by a reference time that equals the melting time of PCM 2. The low
heat transfer rate of CTES can be attributed to two reasons: firstly, the temperatures in the
CTES system increased rapidly (sensible heat only) when PCM 2 (50 ºC) finished phase
change; secondly, at the same time when the temperatures in the CTES system rose
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rapidly, the temperatures in the STES system kept relatively constant because PCM 4
(55 ºC) is still in the melting process (latent heat). The rapidly rising temperatures caused
the decrease of temperature differences between PCMs and HTF, resulting in a lower
heat transfer rate.
The phase change regions of PCM 1, PCM 2, PCM 3 and PCM 4 can also be seen in
Figure 5.2(a). In the CTES system, PCM 3 used the most time to finish phase change
whilst PCM 1 used the least time to finish phase change. The reason is that the
temperature differences between these PCMs and HTF decreased along the HTF flow
direction shown in Figure 5.1, which resulted in the decrease of heat transfer rate and the
prolongation of the melting time.
To make a clear comparison between the two systems, Figure. 5.2(b) has been drawn to
show the relative heat exchange rate of CTES, which was defined as (qCTES–qSTES)/ qSTES.
The figure shows that CTES nearly always had higher heat exchange rate than STES (up
to 45%; overall, around 30%). The two reasons why CTES had slightly lower heat
exchange rate than STES around dimensionless time = 2 was given in the first paragraph
of this Section.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.2. Comparison of equivalent heat exchange rate between CTES and STES.
(a) Equivalent heat exchange rate q (W/m2);
(b) Relative heat exchange rate (dimensionless).
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Exergy efficiency of the two systems is given in Figure 5.3(a), with the comparison
between them shown in Figure 5.3(b). The relative exergy efficiency in Figure 5.3(b) has
been defined as (ηex_CTES –ηex_STES)/ηex_STES, with ηex_CTES denoting the exergy efficiency
of CTES and ηex_STES denoting the exergy efficiency of STES. The CTES system does not
always have higher exergy efficiency than the STES system (-20% to +30%). The exergy
efficiency of CTES was lower than that of STES in early stages before PCM 4 started to
melt, because PCM 1 and PCM 2 in CTES delayed the increase of temperature rise due to
their latent heat. Since lower temperatures mean lower quality of energy, the CTES
system had lower exergy efficiency at this time. However, the situation was changed
when PCM 2 finished phase change and PCM 4 started phase change. From this time on,
the temperatures in CTES began to increase rapidly (sensible heat) whilst the
temperatures in STES kept relatively constant (latent heat), which led to CTES having a
higher exergy efficiency than STES.
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(a) Exergy efficiency ηex (%);
(b) Relative exercy efficiency (dimensionless).
Figure 5.3. Comparison of exergy efficency between CTES and STES.
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As stated in the Second Law of Thermodynamics (Carnot et al., 1899), no thermal system
can have 100% thermal efficiency in the process of converting heat to work. As a
consequence, heat transfer rate q in Figure 5.2 cannot reflect the real thermal efficiency
of an energy storage system. Thus, a concept of exergy transfer rate hex was proposed in
this study to evaluate the overall thermal performance of the CTES and STES systems
(Tian et al., 2012).
hex = q×ηex (W/m2) (5.14)
where hex denotes the effective exergy transfer rate, representing the amount of useful
thermal energy transferred from HTF to PCMs during charging processes. Figure 5.4(a)
gives the values of the effective exergy transfer rates (hex) of both CTES and STES, with
the comparison between them shown in Figure 5.4(b). The relative exergy transfer rate in
Figure 5.4(b) was defined as (hex_CTES –hex_STES)/ hex_STES. It can be concluded that CTES
nearly always produced higher exergy transfer rate (up to 22%) than STES. It should be
noted that CTES showed slightly lower exergy transfer rate than STES, only when PCM
1 started phase change and when PCM 4 finished phase change. There are two probable
reasons for this: Firstly, when PCM 1 started its phase change, CTES had lower exergy
efficiency than STES although the former had slightly higher heat transfer rate than the
latter. Secondly, after PCM 4 finished its phase change, the heat transfer rate of STES
was higher than CTES due to the long-time delay of temperature rise (latent heat of PCM
4), but the exergy efficiency of STES was much lower than CTES (shown in Figure 5.3)
due to its low temperatures after phase change.
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(a) Equivalent exergy transfer rate hex (W/m2)
(b) Relative exergy transfer rate (dimensionless)
Figure 5.4. Comparison of equivalent exergy transfer rate between CTES and STES.
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5.6. Conclusion
A comparative study for CTES and STES has been carried out. In order to take energy
conversion efficiency into account, effective exergy transfer rate was introduced to
evaluate a thermal energy storage system. The main finding is that although CTES can
show lower exergy efficiency (-20% to 30%) than STES, CTES has a much higher heat
transfer performance (overall 30%) than STES, making the overall thermal performance
of CTES still superior (up to 22%) to that of STES.
5.7. Limitations
This work has neglected heat conduction of the PCMs in vertical direction (the y-
direction), and natural convection was not considered. It is necessary to conduct a further
work that incorporates a multi-dimensional numerical simulation on the coupled natural
convection and heat conduction in both vertical and horizontal directions, which is given
in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6. Metal Foam-enhanced Cascaded Thermal Energy
Storage
Metal foams and Cascaded Thermal Energy Storage (CTES) have been investigated for
their heat transfer enhancement in Thermal Energy Storage (TES) systems, with metal
foams examined in Chapters 3 and 4, and CTES in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, the idea of
combining metal foams and CTES is examined by conducting a thermal and exergetic
analysis of Metal Foam-enhanced Cascaded Thermal Energy Storage (MF-CTES).
6.1. Introduction
Low heat transfer performance has been the main limitation restricting the application of
Phase Change Materials (PCMs) in situations requiring rapid energy release/storage.
Apart from using high-thermal conductivity materials with porous structures, Cascaded
Thermal Energy Storage (CTES) is another method to enhanced heat transfer for PCM
applications (Watanabe et al., 1993; Tian et al., 2012). CTES, consisting of multiple
PCMs with cascaded melting temperatures, has been proposed as a solution to heat
transfer deterioration, which often arises when charging/discharging a single-stage PCM
storage system. For a single-stage PCM storage system, the temperature of the heat
transfer fluid falls rapidly when transferring heat to the PCM; as a result, the temperature
difference between heat transfer fluid and the PCM is significantly reduced, which leads
to poor heat transfer at the end of the storage (Mehling and Cabeza, 2008). The problem
is that the PCM is melted rapidly at the entrance part, but much more slowly at the end of
the storage. A similar problem occurs for the discharging process: the PCM at the end of
the storage might not be used as the temperature of heat transfer fluid rises. Such
problems can be solved by adopting CTES, in which the PCMs with cascaded melting
temperatures can help to maintain a relatively high temperature difference.
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Gong and Mujumdar (1997) investigated a five-stage PCMs system, and found a
significantly improved heat transfer (34.7%) compared to the single PCM. Michels and
Pitz-Paal (2007) investigated a three-stage PCM system, and found that a higher
proportion of PCMs melted and a more uniform heat transfer fluid outlet temperature
than in the traditional single-stage storage. The study by Michels and Pitz-Paal (2007)
was based on energy efficiency, not having considered exergy efficiency that represents
the utilisable part of energy. Exergy analyses for multiple PCM systems were conducted
by Watanabe and Kanzawa (1995), and Shabgard et al. (2012). Watanabe and Kanzawa
(1995) found increased exergy efficiency by using multiple PCMs, whilst Shabgard et al.
(2012) found that the multiple PCMs recovered more amount of exergy despite having
lower exergy efficiency at times. A thermal analysis taking exergy into account does not
only consider the quantity of energy, but also the quality of energy, and therefore is very
important. However, there are only a few publications addressing exergy issues for CTES;
none of these studies has combined CTES with other heat transfer enhancement
techniques, especially the use of metal foams.
In this Chapter, the idea of the Metal Foam-enhanced CTES system is investigated, with
its technical feasibility being examined and energy/exergy performance being evaluated.
6.2. Physical problem
Metal Foam-enhanced Cascaded Thermal Energy Storage (MF-CTES) is illustrated in
Figure 6.1(a). For comparison, CTES is also given in Figure 6.1(b). Both MF-CTES and
CTES are formed by staging three PCMs along the HTF (heat transfer fluid) flow
direction: PCM 1, 2 and 3 shown in Figure 6.1. MF-CTES and CTES are made of the
same PCMs, with the only difference being that MF-CTES uses metal foam to enhance
heat transfer. The thermo-physical properties of these PCMs used are listed in Table 5.1.
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x
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Figure 6.1. An illustration of the MF-CTES and CTES processes.
In Figure 6.1, HL (kJ/kg) and Tm (ºC) denote the latent heat and melting temperature,
respectively; h and L denote system dimensions. The HTF enters each system from the
left (inlet temperature T0.HTF = 100 ºC), and exits from the right with the outlet
temperature THTF(t) which varies with time. The initial temperatures of both systems are
equal to the ambient temperature, which is 20 ºC. Other parameters for the systems are
given in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1. System parameters in the current study.
HTF properties System dimension
Density: ρ 1000 kg/m3 L1 3.5 m
Velocity: u 0.5 m/s L2 3.5 m
Dynamic viscosity at 50 ºC: υ 0.553×10-6 m2/s * L3 3.5 m
Prandtl number at 50 ºC: Pr 3.56 * h1 0.02 m
Specific heat: cp 4.2 kJ/(kg ºC) * h2 0.04 m
Thermal conductivity: HTFλ 0.6 W/(m K)
* Characteristic diameter
d = (h2–h1)/2 0.01 m
Inlet temperature: T0.HTF 100 ºC
Ambient temperature: Ta 20 ºC
*: Dincer and Rosen (2010).
6.3. Mathematical description
6.3.1. Exergy efficiency
Chapter 6 uses the same routine as given in Chapter 5 to obtain the exergy efficiencyex
for the MF-CTES system, shown in Eq. (6.1). Details of its derivation were given by Eqs.
(5.1) to (5.5) in Chapter 5.
 
 
2 1 2 1
2 1
ln( / )
100%p p a a L mex
p
c T T c T T T T H T
c T T
    

(6.1)
6.3.2. Heat transfer on the HTF side
Considering an energy charging process, heat flows from the high-temperature heat
transfer fluid (HTF) to low-temperature PCMs. The thermal resistance of heat transfer is
made up of the HTF-side resistance and PCM-side resistance. As discussed in Chapter 5,
the Bi number (Biot number) qualitatively represents how many times larger the thermal
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resistance is on the PCMs side than on the HTF side. Using the same method employed
in Section 5.3.2, the Bi number (Biot number) in this case was estimated to 55.9, which is
much greater than 1. With Bi much greater than 1, the thermal resistance on the HTF side
can be reasonably neglected, and this highly simplifies the following analyses. It should
be noted that the obtained Bi number is an approximate value, because this study used
rectangular ducts, rather than round ducts which were assumed in the Dittus-Boelter
Equation. Even allowing for this, the Bi number will still be much greater than 1, so that
the thermal resistance on the HTF side is so low that it can be neglected.
6.3.3. Heat transfer between HTF and PCM-metal foam.
Perfect thermal insulation was assumed in this study, so the heat transfer equations can be
established based on the energy conservation law: PCMs absorb the same amount of
thermal energy as the HTF releases, which is reflected in Eq. (6.2) (Tian and Zhao,
2012b).
. 2 1 1
1 .
(h -h ) h
h (1 )
PCM MFHTF
HTF p HTF PCM MF
PCM MF
PCM MF p MF
HT xc dA dA
x t t
H TdA c
t t
 
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

 
  
       
(6.2)
Due to HTF
x u
t


, Eq. (6.2) can be rewritten as:
. 2 1 1 .(h -h ) h (1 )
PCMHTF MF
HTF p HTF HTF PCM MF p MF
HT Tc u c
x t t
           
(6.3)
In order to cope with the phase change heat transfer problem, the enthalpy method has
been employed in this study. The correlation between the PCM enthalpy function
HPCM(x, y, t) and its temperature function TPCM(x, y, t) is given by:
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6.3.4. Heat transfer on the PCM-metal foam side
In this Section, the governing equations for heat transfer on the PCM-metal foam side,
including fluid dynamics equations, phase change heat transfer equations and their initial
and boundary conditions will be formulated.
The process of solving complicated equations by numerical methods can be significantly
simplified if the physical problem is symmetrical. A symmetrical physical problem
requires that the computational domain, the initial and boundary conditions, and the
governing equations should all be symmetrical. The computational domain for the present
study is: 1 2 30 L +L +Lx  and 1 1h / 2 h / 2y   (shown in Figure 6.1). Such a
rectangular domain is symmetrical with respect to the x-axis. The initial and boundary
conditions are discussed later in Section 6.3.4.3, which indicates that the upper part
(above the x-axis) has identical initial and boundary conditions to the lower part (below
the x-axis), meaning that the initial and boundary conditions are also symmetrical upon
the x-axis. However, the present study takes natural convection into account, in which the
gravity and temperature difference-driven buoyancy are not symmetrical, so the fluid
dynamics equation in the y-direction is not symmetrical with respect to the x-axis. Hence
the current physical problem will have to be solved on the whole computational domain.
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6.3.4.1. Equations of fluid dynamics
When natural convection takes place, the metal foam remains stationary, whilst the PCM
keeps moving under a buoyancy force driven by temperature difference. To tackle such
complicated PCM flow in the porous metal foam, a volume-averaging technique has been
employed (Calmidi, 1998; Calmidi and Mahajan, 2000; Tian and Zhao, 2011a), for which
the classical Continuity Equation is:
V = 0 (6.5)
where denotes the volume-averaged value of a certain function over an REV
(Representative Elementary Volume inside metal foams). The definition of REV was
given in Section 4.2.
The Continuity Equation takes on the following form within Cartesian coordinate system:
0PCM PCM
u v
x y
  
 
(6.6)
where PCMu and PCMv denote the components of the velocity V in the x-direction and the
y-direction respectively.
Based on the Brinkman-Forchheimer extended Darcy model (Calmidi, 1998), the
Momentum Equations are given by:
2 2
2 2
PCM PCM PCM PCM
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
            
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(6.7)
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(6.8)
where g denotes the gravity constant, denotes the porosity of the metal foam, PCM
denotes the dynamic viscosity of the PCM, PCM denotes the density of the PCM, K is
the permeability coefficient (Calmidi and Mahajan, 2000), fC denotes the inertial factor
for fluid flow in metal foams, anddenotes the thermal expansion coefficient of the
PCM.
The PCM flow resistances consist of three parts: firstly, the first-order resistance (Darcy
term) which is denoted by the third terms on the right hand side of Eq. (6.7) and Eq. (6.8);
secondly, the second-order resistance (Forchheimer correction term) which is denoted by
the fourth terms on the right hand side of Eq. (6.7) and Eq. (6.8); thirdly, the Brinkman
viscous resistance which is denoted by the second terms on the right hand side of Eq. (6.7)
and Eq. (6.8). The last term on the right hand side of Eq. (6.8) represents the buoyancy
force caused by temperature differences inside the PCM, and it is the driving force of
natural convection. The intensity of natural convection mainly depends on two factors:
driving force and resisting force. The driving force increases with increasing temperature
differences, whilst the resisting force can be reduced by decreasing the viscosity ( PCM )
of the PCM used. With fixed temperature differences, larger viscosity results in a weaker
natural convection. With fixed viscosity, larger temperature differences result in a
stronger natural convection. Eqs. (6.6) to (6.8) are used to describe the buoyancy-driven
fluid flow, but they also hold true when natural convection does not take place, which is
just a special case when PCM is infinite. The present study treats the non-convection heat
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transfer region as a special case of natural convection ( PCM ), so that all cases can
use the same equations thus simplifying the subsequent simulation work. When
implementing numerical simulation, the program can automatically make the following
judgement: if the PCM is still in solid state, its viscosity will be assigned an infinite value
to ensure the absence of natural convection; once the PCM finishes melting and becomes
liquid, the real value of its viscosity will be assigned, so that the buoyancy forces can be
precisely decided.
6.3.4.2 Equations of phase change heat transfer
In order to cope with the phase change heat transfer problem, the Enthalpy Method (Tian
and Zhao, 2011a) has been employed in this study. The correlation between the PCM
enthalpy function HPCM(x, y, t) and its temperature function TPCM(x, y, t) is given by Eq.
(6.4). Under the Cartesian coordinate system, the energy equations for the PCM and
metal foam can be written as:
 
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where MFk is the effective thermal conductivity of the metal foam when PCM is not
saturated), PCMk is the effective thermal conductivity of the porous PCM when metal
foam is taken off, their method of calculation is given in Section 3.2.2 of Chapter 3; sfh
is the inter-phase heat transfer coefficient between metal ligaments and PCM, and sfa is
specific surface area of the metal foam. Their values are obtained by employing the
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model by Calmidi and Mahajan (2000), the detail of which is given in Section 4.2.4 in
Chapter 4.
In Eq. (6.9) and Eq. (6.10), the first and second terms on the right hand side represent
heat conduction and inter-phase heat transfer, respectively. The second term on the left
hand side of Eq. (6.10) represents the convection term for PCM, which equals zero before
natural convection occurs ( 0PCM PCMu v  ).
6.3.4.3. Initial and boundary conditions
The governing equations in this study are Eqs. (6.3), (6.4) and (6.6)–(6.10). Their initial
conditions are given by:
0 0
0PCM PCMt tu v   (6.11)
0 0
20 CPCM MFt tT T  
 (6.12)
0 100 CHTF tT  
 (6.13)
Boundary conditions are:
1 1 2 1 2 30 L L +L L +L +L
, , , , 0PCM PCM PCM PCM PCM PCM PCM PCMx x x xu v u v u v u v       (6.14)
1 1h /2 h /2
0PCM PCMy yu v  (6.15)
0
100HTF xT   (6.16)
Eq. (6.14) and Eq. (6.15) give the non-slip boundary conditions of PCM velocities. Eq.
(6.16) gives the HTF temperature HTFT at its left boundary. HTFT is a function of only
horizontal coordinate x and time t, because the thermal resistance of HTF in the
y-direction can be neglected when Bi is much greater than 1, as discussed in Section 6.3.2.
The heat released from HTF is transferred to PCM and metal foam, but the percentage
between PCM and metal foam needs to be carefully decided for an accurate calculation
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result. Calmidi and Mahajan (2000) used an explicit presumption to decide the percentage
of the heat absorbed by PCM and metal foam at their common boundary, with PCM
being / ( ) 100%PCM MF PCMk k k  and metal foam being / ( ) 100%MF MF PCMk k k  . Such
presumption can make the simulation simpler and quicker, but meanwhile it results in
inaccuracy. Exact percentages between PCM and metal foam should be decided by an
implicit relationship, which were given by Tian and Zhao (2011a and 2012b), shown in
Eqs. (6.17) and (6.18):
1 1
. 2 1
h /2 h /2
(h -h ) PCMHTF MFMF PCMHTF p HTF HTF
y y
TT Tc u k k
x y y

 
  
  
(6.17)
1 1h /2 h /2MF PCM wy y
T T T   (6.18)
At the upper boundary, Eq. (6.17) reflects energy conservation between HTF and PCM-
metal foam. Here, another restrictive condition is from the temperature continuity –both
metal foam and PCM should have the same temperature as the wall temperature at their
common boundary, as shown in Eq. (6.18). Such combined implicit boundary condition
shown in Eqs. (6.17) and (6.18) can achieve better accuracy due to its avoidance of extra
presumption. Similarly, the boundary conditions for the lower boundary have been
obtained as follows:
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1 1h /2 h /2MF PCM wy y
T T T   (6.20)
The energy conservation at the lower boundary is shown in Eq. (6.19), with the
temperature continuity condition being given in Eq. (6.20).
Due to perfect thermal insulation, all four horizontal boundaries are adiabatic, giving:
1 1 2 1 2 30 L L +L L +L +L
0PCM PCM PCM PCM
x x x x
T T T T
x x x x   
      
   
(6.21)
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6.3.4.4. Modelling of metal foam microstructures
There are several important parameters for metal foam microstructures that need to be
determined for solving the governing equations, which are Eqs. (6.3), (6.4) and (6.6)–
(6.10). These include: permeability, inertial factor, pore size, metal fibre diameter,
effective thermal conductivity, surface area density, and inter-phase heat transfer
coefficient. The determination of these parameters is complicated and strongly depends
on special microstructures inside metal foams. Several existing models proposed by
previous researchers are employed. Details of their derivation formula are given in
Section 3.1.3 of Chapter 3, and in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.4 of Chapter 4.
6.4. Numerical procedure
A Finite Volume Method (FVM)-based program was developed by the author to solve
Eqs. (6.3), (6.4) and (6.6)–(6.10), which are the governing equations of the current
physical problem. The program was compiled and executed in Visual Fortran®. Coupled
heat conduction and natural convection equations were solved simultaneously by
employing the SIMPLER algorithm (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure Linked
Equations Revised) (Patankar, 1980) in a non-uniform mesh (1200200). The source
code has been given in the Appendix of this Thesis. The PLS (Power Law Scheme)
(Patankar, 1981) was employed to discretise convection-diffusion terms to save
computing time whilst ensuring high accuracy. In the x-direction (total length: 10.5 m),
1200 uniform grids were used, with each grid 0.00875 m in length, while in the y-
direction (total length: 0.02 m), 200 grids were used in y-direction, with each grid 1.0×10-
4 m in length. Mesh independency was also examined, and it was found that a 2400400
mesh could only improve the accuracy by 0.17% compared to the 1200200 mesh,
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meaning a finer mesh is not needed. It should be noted that this difference of 0.17%
means the relative difference of the calculated temperature field averaged on each grid
between the two mesh systems amounts to 0.17%. Due to different convergence rates in
the three metal-foam samples, the optimised time step was found to be 510-3 s for the
metal foam of 95% porosity and 10 ppi, 310-3 s for the metal foam of 95% porosity and
30 ppi, and 210-3 s for the metal foam of 85% porosity and 30 ppi. Time step
independency was also examined, and it was found that for the metal foam of 95%
porosity and 10 ppi, the difference between 2.510-3 s and 510-3 s was 0.23%; for the
metal foam of 95% porosity and 30 ppi, the difference between 1.510-3 s and 310-3 s
was 0.22%; for the metal foam of 85% porosity and 30 ppi, the difference between
1.010-3 s and 210-3 s was 0.23%. Numerical simulations were set to stop when the
difference between two consecutive iterations was less than 10-6 (i.e. 0.0001%). The
program was run on a high performance HP® Z1 Workstation powered by the quad-core
Intel® Xeon® processor and 8GB RAM (Random Access Memory). Total computational
time was 41.5 hours, 72.3 hours and 108.8 hours for 95% porosity and 10 ppi, 95%
porosity and 30 ppi, and 85% porosity and 30 ppi, respectively (Tian and Zhao, 2012b).
The numerical programming needs to ensure that natural convection only takes place at
the grids where the PCM is in its liquid state and does not take place at the grids where
the PCM is still in its solid state. This is realised by only assigning the real viscosity
value to the grids where the PCM is liquid whilst assigning a viscosity with the value of
1010 to the grids where the PCM is still solid.
6.5. Results and discussions
6.5.1. Validation
To ensure the simulation accuracy and correctness, the numerical program was tested for
a simple case of the single-stage PCM-embedded metal foam. This does not affect the
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accuracy and correctness of the numerical program to be applied to multiple-PCM
embedded metal foams, because the flow and heat transfer equations remain the same.
Details of the test rig are given in Section 4.4.1 of Chapter 4. Figure 6.2(a) is reproduced
here from Figure 4.2 to show the experimental setup, Figure 6.2(b) shows the test section,
which comprised a piece of rectangular copper foam (with the dimension of 200×120×25
mm) with paraffin wax RT58 embedded in it. According to the PCM provider
Rubitherm®, the thermo-physical properties of RT58 are listed in Table 6.2. The metal
foam was sintered onto a thin copper plate from the bottom side for better thermal contact.
Attached to the copper plate was an electrical heater, made of flexible silicon with
adjustable heat flux, providing continuous and uniform heat flux for the PCM and metal
foam. The temperatures were automatically recorded by a data acquisition system. As
shown in Chapter 4, the overall uncertainty of the test was estimated at 6.67%.
(a) Experimental setup (b) Test section
Figure 6.2. The experimental test rig.
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Table 6.2. Thermal properties of RT58 (Rubitherm® Technologies GmbH, Germany).
PCM Density
(kg/m3)
Nominal melting
temperature (℃)
Latent heat per kg
(kJ/kg)
Latent heat per
m3 (MJ/m3)
880 48-62 181 159
Specific heat
(kJ/kg℃)
Thermal conductivity
(W/ m K)
Thermal expansion
coefficient
(K-1)
Dynamic
viscosity
(Pa∙s)
RT
58
2.1 0.20 1.1×10-4 0.0269
Similar to Chapter 4, the numerical results and the corresponding experimental data were
compared for the locations: y = 0 mm and 8 mm. Here, y denotes the distance between
different locations and the heating plate. Numerical simulation indicated that roughly the
same results were obtained in this case as those shown in Figure 4.5. This is reasonable
because the same set of flow and heat transfer equations has been used in both Chapters.
Very good agreement was achieved between numerical results and experimental data as
shown in Chapter 4, so the validation in this case is also justified.
6.5.2. Natural convection
Natural convection was examined by numerical simulations. Figure 6.3 (Tian and Zhao,
2012b) shows the flow profiles of natural convection for CTES at dimensionless time =
10 when all three PCMs have finished their melting processes. Dimensionless time is
defined as the real time divided by a reference time which equals to the melting time of
PCM 2. Three dotted squares in Figure 6.3 denote the rectangular enclosures containing
PCM 1 (left), PCM 2 (middle) and PCM 3 (right) respectively. Inside each PCM, two
eddies are formed: the larger eddy (clockwise) is situated near the left bottom corner
whilst the smaller eddy (anti-clockwise) is situated near the right top corner. It is
reasonable to have two such eddies in each PCM, because the PCM and HTF
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temperatures decrease along the x-axis (the HTF flow direction), resulting in the PCM on
the left having lower density and therefore moving upward, and the PCM on the right
having higher density and therefore moving downward. The larger eddy is caused by
temperature differences, and is the dominating eddy. The smaller eddy seems to have
been formed by the wake flow of the dominating eddy, and is the non-dominating eddy.
None of these eddies is situated near the left top corner, because the PCM near the upper
boundary has higher temperature (closer to HTF) and so lacks driving forces for natural
convection to take place. It can also be noted in Figure 6.3 that the dominating eddies, the
ones near the left bottom corner, tend to become smaller in size along the x-axis. The
reason can be attributed to the fact that the temperature differences, which are the driving
forces of natural convection, get smaller along the x-axis.
Figure 6.3. Flow profiles of natural convection for CTES.
The numerical simulation also examined natural convection for MF-CTES (Metal Foam-
enhanced Cascaded Thermal Energy Storage). However, the flow velocities caused by
buoyancy force are found to be rather low, with an order of magnitude of 10-4 m/s. At
first sight, this may seem surprising, but it is still believed to be reasonable, for the
following reason. The buoyancy force term PCM g T  , which drives natural convection,
has an order of magnitude of 102, but in the main drag force term PCM PCMu K (i.e.
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Darcy term), PCM K has an order of magnitude of 106. According to Equilibrium of
Forces, drag force should have a similar order of magnitude to buoyancy force, and
therefore PCMu should have an order of magnitude of 10
-4. The PCMs used in this study
has high dynamic viscosity of 0.0251 Pa∙s –0.0400 Pa∙s (1000 times higher than air) and
low thermal expansion coefficient of 1.110-4 K-1 (30 times lower than air), so these
special physical characteristics result in the velocity driven by buoyancy force being
insignificant in this case. Natural convection therefore fails to produce dominant
influence on heat transfer for MF-CTES.
6.5.3. Effect of metal foam microstructure on equivalent heat exchange rate
Equivalent heat exchange rate was examined by numerical simulations for MF-CTES.
Figure 6.4 compares the heat exchange rates of MF-CTES between three copper-foam
samples, the properties of which are listed in Table 6.3. As shown in Figure 6.4, Sample
C (85% porosity) has better heat transfer performance than Samples A and B (both 95%
porosity). This is reasonable because the former has more solid structures, which results
in higher effective thermal conductivity; thus it can transfer heat flux more efficiently to
PCMs through the metal foam skeleton. Sample B (30ppi pore density) has better heat
transfer performance than Sample A (10ppi pore density). This is also reasonable because
higher pore density results in larger contact area between PCMs and metal ligaments so
that more heat can be transferred.
In summary, the metal-foam samples with low porosity and high pore density have better
heat transfer performance than the ones with high porosity and low pore density.
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Table 6.3. Metal foam properties.
Properties Porosityε Pore density ks in Eqs. (3.6b) to
(3.6e)
Sample A 0.95 (95%) 10ppi 350 W/(m K)
Sample B 0.95 (95%) 30ppi 350 W/(m K)
Sample C 0.85 (85%) 30ppi 350 W/(m K)
Figure 6.4. Comparison of equivalent heat exchange rates q (W/m2) between three
different metal-foam samples in MF-CTES.
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Figure 6.5. Comparison of equivalent heat exchange rates q (W/m2) between CTES and
STES.
To better show the advantage of MF-CTES over CTES and STES which were studied in
Chapter 5, Figure 5.2(a) is reproduced here as Figure 6.5. It can be seen that MF-CTES
enhances heat transfer by 2–7 times and reduces melting time by 67%–87% (depending
on the properties of the metal-foam sample used) compared to CTES, and that CTES
enhances heat transfer by an average factor of 30% compared to STES.
6.5.4. Effect of metal foam microstructure on exergy efficiency
Exergy efficiency was examined by numerical simulations for MF-CTES. Figure 6.6
shows exergy efficiency of MF-CTES of three different copper-foam samples, indicating
that Sample A, B and C have all achieved similar exergy efficiency, with the only
difference being the melting time: Sample C is the shortest, Sample B is longer, and
Sample A is the longest. The reason is given in Section 6.5.3.
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Figure 6.6. Comparison of exergy efficencies ηex (%) between three different metal-foam
samples in MF-CTES.
CTES and STES were studied in Chapter 5. Figure 5.3(a) which gives their exergy
efficiency is reproduced here as Figure 6.7 to make a comparison of them with MF-CTES.
It can be seen that CTES does not always have higher exergy efficiency than STES (-20%
to +30%), and overall, there is not much difference between CTES and STES. MF-CTES
has roughly the same exergy efficiency as CTES and STES, and the only difference is
that MF-CTES has much shorter melting time than CTES and STES.
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Figure 6.7. Comparison of exergy efficency ηex (%) between STES and CTES.
In summary, metal foams cannot further improve exergy efficiency for CTES, but they
can help CTES to finish melting more quickly by having a much higher heat exchange
rate.
6.5.5. Effect of metal foam microstructure on exergy transfer rate
According to the Second Law of Thermodynamics (Carnot et al., 1899), heat exchange
rate q in Section 6.5.3 cannot reflect the real energy efficiency of a thermal system. Thus,
the concept of exergy transfer rate hex , which has been proposed in Chapter 5, is used to
evaluate the overall thermal performance of STES, CTES and MF-CTES.
hex = q×ηex (W/m2) (6.23)
hex is the effective exergy transfer rate, representing how much useful thermal energy is
transferred from HTF to PCMs during charging processes.
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Effective exergy transfer rates hex were obtained by numerical simulations for MF-CTES.
Figure 6.8 shows hex of three different copper-foam samples, indicating that Sample C
has higher hex than Sample B and that Sample B has higher hex than Sample A. This is
because the sample with higher heat exchange rate will have higher exergy transfer rate
when all the samples have roughly the same exergy efficiency ηex. Section 6.5.3 has
shown that Sample C has the highest heat exchange rate q whilst Sample A has the lowest
heat exchange rate.
Figure 5.4(a) which gives hex for CTES and STES is reproduced here as Figure 6.9 to
make a comparison of them with MF-CTES. It can be seen that all metal-foam samples
produce much higher hex (by 2–7 times) than CTES, and that CTES nearly always
produces higher exergy transfer rate (up to 22%) than STES. CTES only delivers slightly
lower exergy transfer rate than STES, when PCM 1 starts phase change and when PCM 4
finishes phase change. The reasons are given in Section 5.5 of Chapter 5.
In summary, CTES nearly always has higher exergy transfer rates (up to 22%) than STES;
MF-CTES can further increase exergy transfer rates of CTES by 2–7 times.
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Figure 6.8. Comparison of equivalent exergy transfer rate hex (W/m2) between three
different metal-foam samples in MF-CTES.
Figure 6.9. Comparison of equivalent exergy transfer rate hex (W/m2) between STES and
CTES.
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6.6. Conclusion
CTES enhances heat transfer by up to 30% compared to STES. MF-CTES enhances heat
transfer by 2–7 times compared to CTES, depending on the properties of metal-foam
samples (porosity, pore density and metal thermal conductivity). Simulation results
indicate that the metal foams with lower porosity and higher pore density have better heat
transfer performance than the ones with higher porosity and lower pore density.
CTES does not always have higher exergy efficiency than STES (-20% to +30%).
MF-CTES cannot further improve exergy efficiency for CTES, but can help CTES to
finish melting more quickly by having higher heat exchange rates (melting time reduced
by 67% to 87%).
CTES nearly always has higher exergy transfer rate (up to 22%) than STES. MF-CTES
can further increase exergy transfer rate of CTES by 2–7 times.
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Chapter 7. Conclusions and Suggestions for Further Work
7.1. Conclusions
Fluid flow, heat conduction and natural convection of PCM-embedded metal foams have
been investigated in this Thesis, for both single-PCM storage and multiple-PCM storage.
The main conclusions are given below.
 Heat conduction in metal foams
Metal foams can effectively enhance the heat conduction rate of Phase Change Materials
(PCMs) by 5–20 times. This can be attributed to three excellent properties of metal foams:
high thermal conductivity, high specific surface area and continuous inter-connected
structure. High thermal conductivity helps to draw heat rapidly; high specific surface area
increases the heat transfer area between metal foam and the PCM embedded in it;
continuous inter-connected structure reduces the thermal resistance and helps to spread
heat across the whole PCM more efficiently.
 Natural convection in metal foams
Despite having high porosity, metal foams have large flow resistance. More importantly,
most paraffin-type PCMs have rather high viscosity and low thermal expansion
coefficient, so the driving force of natural convection tends to be quite weak. Natural
convection was found to be suppressed when metal foams were used. At the heat
conduction-dominated zone, heat transfer rate can be increased by 5–20 times when metal
foams are used. After considering the reduced heat transfer enhancement at the
convection-dominated zone, metal foams can still achieve a better overall heat transfer
rate (3–10 times) than the pure PCM sample. Whether in heat conduction or in natural
convection, better heat transfer performance is always achieved by metal foams of higher
pore density and lower porosity, because higher pore density means larger heat contact
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area between the metal foam and the PCM, and lower porosity means higher effective
thermal conductivity.
 Cascaded Thermal Energy Storage (CTES)
Cascaded Thermal Energy Storage (CTES) achieves higher heat transfer performance
(overall 30%) than Single-stage Thermal Energy Storage (STES), by maintaining a
relatively high temperature difference during heat exchange process. However, CTES
does not always have a higher exergy efficiency (-20% to 30%) than STES, because in
CTES the PCM with the lowest melting point delays the temperature rise during the
charging process. Overall, CTES still has higher effective exergy transfer rate (22%) than
STES.
 Metal Foam-enhanced Cascaded Thermal Energy Storage (MF-CTES)
Metal Foam-enhanced Cascaded Thermal Energy Storage (MF-CTES) can further
increase heat transfer rate of CTES by 2–7 times, depending on the properties of the
metal-foam samples used (higher pore density and lower porosity can achieve a better
performance). MF-CTES cannot improve exergy efficiency of CTES, but can help CTES
to finish melting more quickly by having higher heat transfer rates (melting time reduced
by 67%–87%). In addition, exergy transfer rate of CTES is further increased by 2–7 times
if MF-CTES is used.
In summary, the use of metal foams and CTES has been investigated for their heat
transfer enhancement in PCM applications. They are both capable of improving heat
transfer, but for different situations. Metal foams improve the heat transfer of PCMs
themselves, whilst CTES helps to boost the heat transfer between PCMs and the rest of
the heat exchange system when heat transfer inevitably deteriorates following the drop of
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the temperature difference. Both situations could happen in real applications, which can
be significantly improved by use of MF-CTES.
7.2. Suggestions for further work
 Thermal radiation under high temperatures
Heat conduction and natural convection have been studied in this Thesis. These are the
two dominant heat transfer modes under low-medium working temperatures (below 300
ºC). However, thermal radiation is no longer negligible under high working temperatures
(above 300 ºC). So a possible extension of the present work would be to examine thermal
radiation in the PCM-embedded metal foams at high temperatures. A spectral analysis
will be needed to examine the effects of metal material, porosity and pore density on
thermal radiation.
 Material compatibility
Metal foams have shown excellent capability to enhance heat transfer in PCMs. Before
applying them to real application, a study of their anti-corrosion for the long-term use is
still needed, especially under high temperatures. Metal foams made of different materials
will need to be tested for their compatibility with the PCMs commonly used in real
applications.
 Further investigation of Cascaded Thermal Energy Storage
Relevant studies in this Thesis lack a more detailed and parametric simulation of
Cascaded Thermal Energy Storage (CTES) and Metal Foam-enhanced Thermal Energy
Storage (MF-CTES). Further investigations should be conducted to consider the effects
of more influencing parameters, such as Heat Transfer Fluid (HTF) flow rates, different
permutations of PCMs along the HTF flow direction, and optimisation of melting
temperatures. In addition, the current exergy analysis has only considered the PCM side
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but neglected the HTF side, and therefore needs to be improved. Future work needs to be
conducted for both PCMs and HTF, giving a more accurate energy evaluation.
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Appendix: SIMPLE Algorithm
SIMPLE is the abbreviation for “Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations”,
which was used in Chapters 4 and 6. Appendix A gives the scource code for the SIMPLE
algorithm in Fortran 77.
*----------------------------MAIN PROGRAM----------------------------------*
****************************************************************************
LOGICAL LSTOP
COMMON/CNTL/LSTOP
****************************************************************************
OPEN(08,FILE='teresul')
CALL SETUP0
CALL GRID
CALL SETUP1
CALL START
10 CALL DENSE
CALL BOUND
CALL OUTPUT
IF(.NOT.LSTOP) GO TO 15
CLOSE(08)
STOP
15 CALL SETUP2
GO TO 10
END
*---------------------------------------------------------------------------
SUBROUTINE DIFLOW
****************************************************************************
COMMON/COEF/FLOW,DIFF,ACOF
****************************************************************************
ACOF=DIFF
IF(FLOW .EQ.0.0)RETURN
TEMP=DIFF-ABS(FLOW)*0.1
ACOF=0.
IF(TEMP .LE. 0. ) RETURN
TEMP=TEMP/DIFF
ACOF=DIFF*TEMP**5
RETURN
END
*--------------------------------------------------------------------------
SUBROUTINE SOLVE
****************************************************************************
DOUBLE PRECISION TITLE
LOGICAL LSOLVE,LPRINT,LBLK,LSTOP
COMMON F(22,22,10),P(22,22),RHO(22,22),GAM(22,22),CON(22,22),
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& AIP(22,22),AIM(22,22),AJP(22,22),AJM(22,22),AP(22,22),
& X(22),XU(22),XDIF(22),XCV(22),XCVS(22),
& Y(22),YV(22),YDIF(22),YCV(22),YCVS(22),
& YCVR(22),YCVRS(22),ARX(22),ARXJ(22),ARXJP(22),
& R(22),RMN(22),SX(22),SXMN(22),XCVI(22),XCVIP(22)
COMMON DU(22,22),DV(22,22),FV(22),FVP(22),
& FX(22),FXM(22),FY(22),FYM(22),PT(22),QT(22)
COMMON /INDX/NF,NFMAX,NP,NRHO,NGAM,L1,L2,L3,M1,M2,M3,
& IST,JST,ITER,LAST,TITLE(13),RELAX(13),TIME,DT,XL,YL,
&IPREF,JPREF,LSOLVE(10),LPRINT(13),LBLK(10),MODE,NTIMES(10),RHOCON
****************************************************************************
ISTF=IST-1
JSTF=JST-1
IT1=L2+IST
IT2=L3+IST
JT1=M2+JST
JT2=M3+JST
****************************************************************************
DO 999 NT=1,NTIMES(NF)
DO 999 N=NF,NF
*---------------------------------------------------------------------------
IF(.NOT. LBLK(NF)) GO TO 10
PT(ISTF)=0.
QT(ISTF)=0.
DO 11 I=IST,L2
BL=0.
BLP=0.
BLM=0.
BLC=0.
DO 12 J=JST,M2
BL=BL+AP(I,J)
IF(J .NE. M2) BL=BL-AJP(I,J)
IF(J .NE. JST) BL=BL-AJM(I,J)
BLP=BLP+AIP(I,J)
BLM=BLM+AIM(I,J)
BLC=BLC+CON(I,J)+AIP(I,J)*F(I+1,J,N)+AIM(I,J)*F(I-1,J,N)
& +AJP(I,J)*F(I,J+1,N)+AJM(I,J)*F(I,J-1,N)-AP(I,J)*F(I,J,N)
12 CONTINUE
DENOM=BL-PT(I-1)*BLM
DENO=1.E15
IF(ABS(DENOM/BL) .LT. 1.E-10) DENOM=1.E20*DENO
PT(I)=BLP/DENOM
QT(I)=(BLC+BLM*QT(I-1))/DENOM
11 CONTINUE
BL=0.
DO 13 II=IST,L2
I=IT1-II
BL=BL*PT(I)+QT(I)
DO 13 J=JST,M2
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13 F(I,J,N)=F(I,J,N)+BL
*---------------------------------------------------------------------------
PT(JSTF)=0.
QT(JSTF)=0.
DO 21 J=JST,M2
BL=0.
BLP=0.
BLM=0.
BLC=0.
DO 22 I=IST,L2
BL=BL+AP(I,J)
IF(I .NE. L2) BL=BL-AIP(I,J)
IF(I .NE. IST) BL=BL-AIM(I,J)
BLP=BLP+AJP(I,J)
BLM=BLM+AJM(I,J)
BLC=BLC+CON(I,J)+AIP(I,J)*F(I+1,J,N)+AIM(I,J)*F(I-1,J,N)
& +AJP(I,J)*F(I,J+1,N)+AJM(I,J)*F(I,J-1,N)-AP(I,J)*F(I,J,N)
22 CONTINUE
DENOM=BL-PT(J-1)*BLM
IF (ABS(DENOM/BL) .LT. 1E-10) DENOM=1.E20*DENO
PT(J)=BLP/DENOM
QT(J)=(BLC+BLM*QT(J-1))/DENOM
21 CONTINUE
BL=0.
DO 23 JJ=JST,M2
J=JT1-JJ
BL=BL*PT(J)+QT(J)
DO 23 I=IST,L2
23 F(I,J,N)=F(I,J,N)+BL
10 CONTINUE
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------
DO 90 J=JST,M2
PT(ISTF)=0.
QT(ISTF)=F(ISTF,J,N)
DO 70 I=IST,L2
DENOM=AP(I,J)-PT(I-1)*AIM(I,J)
PT(I)=AIP(I,J)/DENOM
TEMP=CON(I,J)+AJP(I,J)*F(I,J+1,N)+AJM(I,J)*F(I,J-1,N)
QT(I)=(TEMP+AIM(I,J)*QT(I-1))/DENOM
70 CONTINUE
DO 80 II=IST,L2
I=IT1-II
80 F(I,J,N)=F(I+1,J,N)*PT(I)+QT(I)
90 CONTINUE
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------
DO 190 JJ=JST,M3
J=JT2-JJ
PT(ISTF)=0.
QT(ISTF)=F(ISTF,J,N)
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DO 170 I=IST,L2
DENOM=AP(I,J)-PT(I-1)*AIM(I,J)
PT(I)=AIP(I,J)/DENOM
TEMP=CON(I,J)+AJP(I,J)*F(I,J+1,N)+AJM(I,J)*F(I,J-1,N)
QT(I)=(TEMP+AIM(I,J)*QT(I-1))/DENOM
170 CONTINUE
DO 180 II=IST,L2
I=IT1-II
180 F(I,J,N)=F(I+1,J,N)*PT(I)+QT(I)
190 CONTINUE
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------
DO 290 I=IST,L2
PT(JSTF)=0.
QT(JSTF)=F(I,JSTF,N)
DO 270 J=JST,M2
DENOM=AP(I,J)-PT(J-1)*AJM(I,J)
PT(J)=AJP(I,J)/DENOM
TEMP=CON(I,J)+AIP(I,J)*F(I+1,J,N)+AIM(I,J)*F(I-1,J,N)
QT(J)=(TEMP+AJM(I,J)*QT(J-1))/DENOM
270 CONTINUE
DO 280 JJ=JST,M2
J=JT1-JJ
280 F(I,J,N)=F(I,J+1,N)*PT(J)+QT(J)
290 CONTINUE
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------
DO 390 II=IST,L3
I=IT2-II
PT(JSTF)=0.
QT(JSTF)=F(I,JSTF,N)
DO 370 J=JST,M2
DENOM=AP(I,J)-PT(J-1)*AJM(I,J)
PT(J)=AJP(I,J)/DENOM
TEMP=CON(I,J)+AIP(I,J)*F(I+1,J,N)+AIM(I,J)*F(I-1,J,N)
QT(J)=(TEMP+AJM(I,J)*QT(J-1))/DENOM
370 CONTINUE
DO 380 JJ=JST,M2
J=JT1-JJ
380 F(I,J,N)=F(I,J+1,N)*PT(J)+QT(J)
390 CONTINUE
************************************************************************
999 CONTINUE
DO 400 J=2,M2
DO 400 I=2,L2
CON(I,J)=0.
AP(I,J)=0.
400 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
************************************************************************
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SUBROUTINE SETUP
************************************************************************
DOUBLE PRECISION TITLE
LOGICAL LSOLVE,LPRINT,LBLK,LSTOP
COMMON F(22,22,10),P(22,22),RHO(22,22),GAM(22,22),CON(22,22),
& AIP(22,22),AIM(22,22),AJP(22,22),AJM(22,22),AP(22,22),
& X(22),XU(22),XDIF(22),XCV(22),XCVS(22),
& Y(22),YV(22),YDIF(22),YCV(22),YCVS(22),
&YCVR(22),YCVRS(22),ARX(22),ARXJ(22),ARXJP(22),
&R(22),RMN(22),SX(22),SXMN(22),XCVI(22),XCVIP(22)
COMMON DU(22,22),DV(22,22),FV(22),FVP(22),
& FX(22),FXM(22),FY(22),FYM(22),PT(22),QT(22)
COMMON /INDX/NF,NFMAX,NP,NRHO,NGAM,L1,L2,L3,M1,M2,M3,
& IST,JST,ITER,LAST,TITLE(13),RELAX(13),TIME,DT,XL,YL,
& IPREF,JPREF,LSOLVE(10),LPRINT(13),LBLK(10),MODE,NTIMES(10),RHOCON
COMMON/CNTL/LSTOP
COMMON/SORC/SMAX,SSUM
COMMON/COEF/FLOW,DIFF,ACOF
DIMENSION U(22,22),V(22,22),PC(22,22)
EQUIVALENCE (F(1,1,1),U(1,1)),(F(1,1,2),V(1,1)),(F(1,1,3),PC(1,1))
************************************************************************
1 FORMAT(//15X,'COMPUTATION IN CARTISIAN COORDINATES')
2 FORMAT(//15X,'COMPUTATION FOR AXISYMMETRICAL SITUATION')
3 FORMAT(//15X,' COMPUTATION IN POLAR COORDINATES ')
4 FORMAT(1X,14X,40(1H*),//)
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------
ENTRY SETUP0
NFMAX=10
NP=11
NRHO=12
NGAM=13
LSTOP=.FALSE.
DO 779 I=1,10
LSOLVE(I)=.FALSE.
LBLK(I)=.TRUE.
779 NTIMES(I)=1
DO 889 I=1,13
LPRINT(I)=.FALSE.
889 RELAX(I)=1.
MODE=1
LAST=5
TIME=0.
ITER=0
DT=1.0E+10
IPREF=1
JPREF=1
RHOCON=1
RETURN
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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ENTRY SETUP1
L2=L1-1
L3=L2-1
M2=M1-1
M3=M2-1
X(1)=XU(2)
DO 5 I=2,L2
5 X(I)=0.5*(XU(I+1)+XU(I))
X(L1)=XU(L1)
Y(1)=YV(2)
DO 10 J=2,M2
10 Y(J)=0.5*(YV(J+1)+YV(J))
Y(M1)=YV(M1)
DO 15 I=2,L1
15 XDIF(I)=X(I)-X(I-1)
DO 18 I=2,L2
18 XCV(I)=XU(I+1)-XU(I)
DO 20 I=3,L2
20 XCVS(I)=XDIF(I)
XCVS(3)=XCVS(3)+XDIF(2)
XCVS(L2)=XCVS(L2)+XDIF(L1)
DO 22 I=3,L3
XCVI(I)=0.5*XCV(I)
22 XCVIP(I)=XCVI(I)
XCVIP(2)=XCV(2)
XCVI(L2)=XCV(L2)
DO 35 J=2,M1
35 YDIF(J)=Y(J)-Y(J-1)
DO 40 J=2,M2
40 YCV(J)=YV(J+1)-YV(J)
DO 45 J=3,M2
45 YCVS(J)=YDIF(J)
YCVS(3)=YCVS(3)+YDIF(2)
YCVS(M2)=YCVS(M2)+YDIF(M1)
IF (MODE .NE. 1) GO TO 55
DO 52 J=1,M1
RMN(J)=1.
52 R(J)=1.
GO TO 56
55 DO 50 J=2,M1
50 R(J)=R(J-1)+YDIF(J)
RMN(2)=R(1)
DO 60 J=3,M2
60 RMN(J)=RMN(J-1)+YCV(J-1)
RMN(M1)=R(M1)
56 CONTINUE
DO 57 J=1,M1
SX(J)=1.
SXMN(J)=1.
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IF(MODE .NE. 3) GO TO 57
SX(J)=R(J)
IF(J .NE. 1) SXMN(J)=RMN(J)
57 CONTINUE
DO 62 J=2,M2
YCVR(J)=R(J)*YCV(J)
ARX(J)=YCVR(J)
IF (MODE .NE. 3) GO TO 62
ARX(J)=YCV(J)
62 CONTINUE
DO 64 J=4,M3
64 YCVRS(J)=0.5*(R(J)+R(J-1))*YDIF(J)
YCVRS(3)=0.5*(R(3)+R(1))*YCVS(3)
YCVRS(M2)=0.5*(R(M1)+R(M3))*YCVS(M2)
IF(MODE .NE. 2) GO TO 67
DO 65 J=3,M3
ARXJ(J)=0.25*(1.+RMN(J)/R(J))*ARX(J)
65 ARXJP(J)=ARX(J)-ARXJ(J)
GO TO 68
67 DO 66 J=3,M3
ARXJ(J)=0.5*ARX(J)
66 ARXJP(J)=ARXJ(J)
68 ARXJP(2)=ARX(2)
ARXJ(M2)=ARX(M2)
DO 70 J=3,M3
FV(J)=ARXJP(J)/ARX(J)
70 FVP(J)=1.-FV(J)
DO 85 I=3,L2
FX(I)=0.5*XCV(I-1)/XDIF(I)
85 FXM(I)=1.-FX(I)
FX(2)=0.
FXM(2)=1.
FX(L1)=1.
FXM(L1)=0.
DO 90 J=3,M2
FY(J)=0.5*YCV(J-1)/YDIF(J)
90 FYM(J)=1.-FY(J)
FY(2)=0.
FYM(2)=1.
FY(M1)=1.
FYM(M1)=0.
*---CON,AP,U,V,RHO,PC AND P ARRAYS ARE INITIALIZED HERE----
DO 95 J=1,M1
DO 95 I=1,L1
PC(I,J)=0.
U(I,J)=0.
V(I,J)=0.
CON(I,J)=0.
AP(I,J)=0.
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RHO(I,J)=RHOCON
P(I,J)=0.
95 CONTINUE
IF(MODE .EQ. 1) WRITE(8,1)
IF(MODE .EQ. 2) WRITE(8,2)
IF(MODE .EQ. 3) WRITE(8,3)
WRITE(8,4)
RETURN
*----------------------------------------------------------------------
ENTRY SETUP2
*---COEFFICIENTS FOR THE U EQUATION----
NF=1
IF(.NOT. LSOLVE(NF)) GO TO 100
IST=3
JST=2
CALL GAMSOR
REL=1.-RELAX(NF)
DO 102 I=3,L2
FL=XCVI(I)*V(I,2)*RHO(I,1)
FLM=XCVIP(I-1)*V(I-1,2)*RHO(I-1,1)
FLOW=R(1)*(FL+FLM)
DIFF=R(1)*(XCVI(I)*GAM(I,1)+XCVIP(I-1)*GAM(I-1,1))/YDIF(2)
CALL DIFLOW
102 AJM(I,2)=ACOF+AMAX1(0.,FLOW)
DO 103 J=2,M2
FLOW=ARX(J)*U(2,J)*RHO(1,J)
DIFF=ARX(J)*GAM(1,J)/(XCV(2)*SX(J))
CALL DIFLOW
AIM(3,J)=ACOF+AMAX1(0.,FLOW)
DO 103 I=3,L2
IF(I .EQ. L2) GO TO 104
FL=U(I,J)*(FX(I)*RHO(I,J)+FXM(I)*RHO(I-1,J))
FLP=U(I+1,J)*(FX(I+1)*RHO(I+1,J)+FXM(I+1)*RHO(I,J))
FLOW=ARX(J)*0.5*(FL+FLP)
DIFF=ARX(J)*GAM(I,J)/(XCV(I)*SX(J))
GO TO 105
104 FLOW=ARX(J)*U(L1,J)*RHO(L1,J)
DIFF=ARX(J)*GAM(L1,J)/(XCV(L2)*SX(J))
105 CALL DIFLOW
AIM(I+1,J)=ACOF+AMAX1(0.,FLOW)
AIP(I,J)=AIM(I+1,J)-FLOW
IF (J .EQ. M2) GOTO 106
FL=XCVI(I)*V(I,J+1)*(FY(J+1)*RHO(I,J+1)+FYM(J+1)*RHO(I,J))
FLM=XCVIP(I-1)*V(I-1,J+1)*(FY(J+1)*RHO(I-1,J+1)+FYM(J+1)*
& RHO(I-1,J))
GM=GAM(I,J)*GAM(I,J+1)/(YCV(J)*GAM(I,J+1)+YCV(J+1)*GAM(I,J)+
& 1.0E-30)*XCVI(I)
GMM=GAM(I-1,J)*GAM(I-1,J+1)/(YCV(J)*GAM(I-1,J+1)+YCV(J+1)*
& GAM(I-1,J)+1.E-30)*XCVIP(I-1)
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DIFF=RMN(J+1)*2.*(GM+GMM)
GO TO 107
106 FL=XCVI(I)*V(I,M1)*RHO(I,M1)
FLM=XCVIP(I-1)*V(I-1,M1)*RHO(I-1,M1)
DIFF=R(M1)*(XCVI(I)*GAM(I,M1)+XCVIP(I-1)*GAM(I-1,M1))/YDIF(M1)
107 FLOW=RMN(J+1)*(FL+FLM)
CALL DIFLOW
AJM(I,J+1)=ACOF+AMAX1(0.,FLOW)
AJP(I,J)=AJM(I,J+1)-FLOW
VOL=YCVR(J)*XCVS(I)
APT=(RHO(I,J)*XCVI(I)+RHO(I-1,J)*XCVIP(I-1))
& /(XCVS(I)*DT)
AP(I,J)=AP(I,J)-APT
CON(I,J)=CON(I,J)+APT*U(I,J)
AP(I,J)=(-AP(I,J)*VOL+AIP(I,J)+AIM(I,J)+AJP(I,J)+AJM(I,J))
& /RELAX(NF)
CON(I,J)=CON(I,J)*VOL+REL*AP(I,J)*U(I,J)
DU(I,J)=VOL/(XDIF(I)*SX(J))
CON(I,J)=CON(I,J)+DU(I,J)*(P(I-1,J)-P(I,J))
DU(I,J)=DU(I,J)/AP(I,J)
103 CONTINUE
CALL SOLVE
100 CONTINUE
*---COEFFICIENTS FOR THE V EQUATION----
NF=2
IF(.NOT. LSOLVE(NF)) GO TO 200
IST=2
JST=3
CALL GAMSOR
REL=1.-RELAX(NF)
DO 202 I=2,L2
AREA=R(1)*XCV(I)
FLOW=AREA*V(I,2)*RHO(I,1)
DIFF=AREA*GAM(I,1)/YCV(2)
CALL DIFLOW
202 AJM(I,3)=ACOF+AMAX1(0.,FLOW)
DO 203 J=3,M2
FL=ARXJ(J)*U(2,J)*RHO(1,J)
FLM=ARXJP(J-1)*U(2,J-1)*RHO(1,J-1)
FLOW=FL+FLM
DIFF=(ARXJ(J)*GAM(1,J)+ARXJP(J-1)*GAM(1,J-1))/(XDIF(2)*SXMN(J))
CALL DIFLOW
AIM(2,J)=ACOF+AMAX1(0.,FLOW)
DO 203 I=2,L2
IF(I .EQ. L2)GO TO 204
FL=ARXJ(J)*U(I+1,J)*(FX(I+1)*RHO(I+1,J)+FXM(I+1)*RHO(I,J))
FLM=ARXJP(J-1)*U(I+1,J-1)*(FX(I+1)*RHO(I+1,J-1)+FXM(I+1)*
& RHO(I,J-1))
GM=GAM(I,J)*GAM(I+1,J)/(XCV(I)*GAM(I+1,J)+XCV(I+1)*GAM(I,J)+
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& 1.E-30)*ARXJ(J)
GMM=GAM(I,J-1)*GAM(I+1,J-1)/(XCV(I)*GAM(I+1,J-1)+XCV(I+1)*
& GAM(I,J-1)+1.0E-30)*ARXJP(J-1)
DIFF=2.*(GM+GMM)/SXMN(J)
GO TO 205
204 FL=ARXJ(J)*U(L1,J)*RHO(L1,J)
FLM=ARXJP(J-1)*U(L1,J-1)*RHO(L1,J-1)
DIFF=(ARXJ(J)*GAM(L1,J)+ARXJP(J-1)*GAM(L1,J-1))/(XDIF(L1)*SXMN(J))
205 FLOW=FL+FLM
CALL DIFLOW
AIM(I+1,J)=ACOF+AMAX1(0.,FLOW)
AIP(I,J)=AIM(I+1,J)-FLOW
IF(J .EQ. M2) GO TO 206
AREA=R(J)*XCV(I)
FL=V(I,J)*(FY(J)*RHO(I,J)+FYM(J)*RHO(I,J-1))*RMN(J)
FLP=V(I,J+1)*(FY(J+1)*RHO(I,J+1)+FYM(J+1)*RHO(I,J))*RMN(J+1)
FLOW=(FV(J)*FL+FVP(J)*FLP)*XCV(I)
DIFF=AREA*GAM(I,J)/YCV(J)
GO TO 207
206 AREA=R(M1)*XCV(I)
FLOW=AREA*V(I,M1)*RHO(I,M1)
DIFF=AREA*GAM(I,M1)/YCV(M2)
207 CALL DIFLOW
AJM(I,J+1)=ACOF+AMAX1(0.,FLOW)
AJP(I,J)=AJM(I,J+1)-FLOW
VOL=YCVRS(J)*XCV(I)
SXT=SX(J)
IF(J .EQ. M2) SXT=SX(M1)
SXB=SX(J-1)
IF(J .EQ. 3) SXB=SX(1)
APT=(ARXJ(J)*RHO(I,J)*0.5*(SXT+SXMN(J))+ARXJP(J-1)*RHO(I,J-1)*
& 0.5*(SXB+SXMN(J)))/(YCVRS(J)*DT)
AP(I,J)=AP(I,J)-APT
CON(I,J)=CON(I,J)+APT*V(I,J)
AP(I,J)=(-AP(I,J)*VOL+AIP(I,J)+AIM(I,J)+AJP(I,J)+AJM(I,J))
& /RELAX(NF)
CON(I,J)=CON(I,J)*VOL+REL*AP(I,J)*V(I,J)
DV(I,J)=VOL/YDIF(J)
CON(I,J)=CON(I,J)+DV(I,J)*(P(I,J-1)-P(I,J))
DV(I,J)=DV(I,J)/AP(I,J)
203 CONTINUE
CALL SOLVE
200 CONTINUE
*---COEFIICIENTS FOR THE PRESSURE CORRECTION EQUATION----
NF=3
IF(.NOT. LSOLVE(NF)) GO TO 500
IST=2
JST=2
CALL GAMSOR
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SMAX=0.
SSUM=0.
DO 410 J=2,M2
DO 410 I=2,L2
VOL=YCVR(J)*XCV(I)
410 CON(I,J)=CON(I,J)*VOL
DO 402 I=2,L2
ARHO=R(1)*XCV(I)*RHO(I,1)
CON(I,2)=CON(I,2)+ARHO*V(I,2)
402 AJM(I,2)=0.
DO 403 J=2,M2
ARHO=ARX(J)*RHO(1,J)
CON(2,J)=CON(2,J)+ARHO*U(2,J)
AIM(2,J)=0.
DO 403 I=2,L2
IF(I .EQ. L2) GO TO 404
ARHO=ARX(J)*(FX(I+1)*RHO(I+1,J)+FXM(I+1)*RHO(I,J))
FLOW=ARHO*U(I+1,J)
CON(I,J)=CON(I,J)-FLOW
CON(I+1,J)=CON(I+1,J)+FLOW
AIP(I,J)=ARHO*DU(I+1,J)
AIM(I+1,J)=AIP(I,J)
GO TO 405
404 ARHO=ARX(J)*RHO(L1,J)
CON(I,J)=CON(I,J)-ARHO*U(L1,J)
AIP(I,J)=0.
405 IF(J .EQ. M2) GO TO 406
ARHO=RMN(J+1)*XCV(I)*(FY(J+1)*RHO(I,J+1)+FYM(J+1)*RHO(I,J))
FLOW=ARHO*V(I,J+1)
CON(I,J)=CON(I,J)-FLOW
CON(I,J+1)=CON(I,J+1)+FLOW
AJP(I,J)=ARHO*DV(I,J+1)
AJM(I,J+1)=AJP(I,J)
GO TO 407
406 ARHO=RMN(M1)*XCV(I)*RHO(I,M1)
CON(I,J)=CON(I,J)-ARHO*V(I,M1)
AJP(I,J)=0.
407 AP(I,J)=AIP(I,J)+AIM(I,J)+AJP(I,J)+AJM(I,J)
PC(I,J)=0.
SMAX=AMAX1(SMAX,ABS(CON(I,J)))
SSUM=SSUM+CON(I,J)
403 CONTINUE
CALL SOLVE
*---COMEE HERE TO CORRECT THE PRESSURE AND VELOCITIES
DO 501 J=2,M2
DO 501 I=2,L2
P(I,J)=P(I,J)+PC(I,J)*RELAX(NP)
IF(I .NE. 2) U(I,J)=U(I,J)+DU(I,J)*(PC(I-1,J)-PC(I,J))
IF(J .NE. 2) V(I,J)=V(I,J)+DV(I,J)*(PC(I,J-1)-PC(I,J))
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501 CONTINUE
500 CONTINUE
*---COEFFICIENTS FOR OTHER EQUATIONS----
IST=2
JST=2
DO 600 N=4,NFMAX
NF=N
IF(.NOT. LSOLVE(NF)) GO TO 600
CALL GAMSOR
REL=1.-RELAX(NF)
DO 602 I=2,L2
AREA=R(1)*XCV(I)
FLOW=AREA*V(I,2)*RHO(I,1)
DIFF=AREA*GAM(I,1)/YDIF(2)
CALL DIFLOW
602 AJM(I,2)=ACOF+AMAX1(0.,FLOW)
DO 603 J=2,M2
FLOW=ARX(J)*U(2,J)*RHO(1,J)
DIFF=ARX(J)*GAM(1,J)/(XDIF(2)*SX(J))
CALL DIFLOW
AIM(2,J)=ACOF+AMAX1(0.,FLOW)
DO 603 I=2,L2
IF(I .EQ. L2) GO TO 604
FLOW=ARX(J)*U(I+1,J)*(FX(I+1)*RHO(I+1,J)+FXM(I+1)*RHO(I,J))
DIFF=ARX(J)*2.*GAM(I,J)*GAM(I+1,J)/((XCV(I)*GAM(I+1,J)+
& XCV(I+1)*GAM(I,J)+1.0E-30)*SX(J))
GO TO 605
604 FLOW=ARX(J)*U(L1,J)*RHO(L1,J)
DIFF=ARX(J)*GAM(L1,J)/(XDIF(L1)*SX(J))
605 CALL DIFLOW
AIM(I+1,J)=ACOF+AMAX1(0.,FLOW)
AIP(I,J)=AIM(I+1,J)-FLOW
AREA=RMN(J+1)*XCV(I)
IF(J .EQ. M2) GO TO 606
FLOW=AREA*V(I,J+1)*(FY(J+1)*RHO(I,J+1)+FYM(J+1)*RHO(I,J))
DIFF=AREA*2.*GAM(I,J)*GAM(I,J+1)/(YCV(J)*GAM(I,J+1)+
& YCV(J+1)*GAM(I,J)+1.0E-30)
GO TO 607
606 FLOW=AREA*V(I,M1)*RHO(I,M1)
DIFF=AREA*GAM(I,M1)/YDIF(M1)
607 CALL DIFLOW
AJM(I,J+1)=ACOF+AMAX1(0.,FLOW)
AJP(I,J)=AJM(I,J+1)-FLOW
VOL=YCVR(J)*XCV(I)
APT=RHO(I,J)/DT
AP(I,J)=AP(I,J)-APT
CON(I,J)=CON(I,J)+APT*F(I,J,NF)
AP(I,J)=(-AP(I,J)*VOL+AIP(I,J)+AIM(I,J)+AJP(I,J)+AJM(I,J))
& /RELAX(NF)
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CON(I,J)=CON(I,J)*VOL+REL*AP(I,J)*F(I,J,NF)
603 CONTINUE
CALL SOLVE
600 CONTINUE
TIME=TIME+DT
ITER=ITER+1
IF(ITER .GE. LAST) LSTOP=.TRUE.
RETURN
END
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------
SUBROUTINE SUPPLY
************************************************************************
DOUBLE PRECISION TITLE
LOGICAL LSOLVE,LPRINT,LBLK,LSTOP
COMMON F(22,22,10),P(22,22),RHO(22,22),GAM(22,22),CON(22,22),
& AIP(22,22),AIM(22,22),AJP(22,22),AJM(22,22),AP(22,22),
& X(22),XU(22),XDIF(22),XCV(22),XCVS(22),
& Y(22),YV(22),YDIF(22),YCV(22),YCVS(22),
&YCVR(22),YCVRS(22),ARX(22),ARXJ(22),ARXJP(22),
&R(22),RMN(22),SX(22),SXMN(22),XCVI(22),XCVIP(22)
COMMON DU(22,22),DV(22,22),FV(22),FVP(22),
&FX(22),FXM(22),FY(22),FYM(22),PT(22),QT(22)
COMMON/INDX/NF,NFMAX,NP,NRHO,NGAM,L1,L2,L3,M1,M2,M3,
& IST,JST,ITER,LAST,TITLE(13),RELAX(13),TIME,DT,XL,YL,
& IPREF,JPREF,LSOLVE(10),LPRINT(13),LBLK(10),MODE,NTIMES(10),RHOCON
DIMENSION U(22,22),V(22,22),PC(22,22)
EQUIVALENCE (F(1,1,1),U(1,1)),(F(1,1,2),V(1,1)),(F(1,1,3),PC(1,1))
************************************************************************
10 FORMAT(1X,26(1H*),3X,A10,3X,26(1H*))
20 FORMAT(1X,4H I =,I6,6I9)
30 FORMAT(1X,1HJ)
40 FORMAT(1X,I2,3X,1P7E9.2)
50 FORMAT(1X,1H )
51 FORMAT(1X,' I =',2X,7(I4,5X))
52 FORMAT(1X,' X =',1P7E9.2)
53 FORMAT(1X,'TH =',1P7E9.2)
54 FORMAT(1X,'J =',2X,7(I4,5X))
55 FORMAT(1X,'Y =',1P7E9.2)
************************************************************************
ENTRY UGRID
XU(2)=0.
DX=XL/FLOAT(L1-2)
DO 1 I=3,L1
1 XU(I)=XU(I-1)+DX
YV(2)=0.
DY=YL/FLOAT(M1-2)
DO 2 J=3,M1
2 YV(J)=YV(J-1)+DY
RETURN
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************************************************************************
ENTRY PRINT
IF(.NOT. LPRINT(3)) GO TO 80
*---CALCULATE THE STREAM FUNTION----------------------------------------
F(2,2,3)=0.
DO 82 I=2,L1
IF(I .NE. 2) F(I,2,3)=F(I-1,2,3)-RHO(I-1,1)*V(I-1,2)
& *R(1)*XCV(I-1)
DO 82 J=3,M1
RHOM=FX(I)*RHO(I,J-1)+FXM(I)*RHO(I-1,J-1)
82 F(I,J,3)=F(I,J-1,3)+RHOM*U(I,J-1)*ARX(J-1)
80 CONTINUE
*
IF( .NOT. LPRINT(NP)) GO TO 90
*
*---CONSTRUCT BOUNDARY PRESSURES BY EXTRAPOLATION
DO 91 J=2,M2
P(1,J)=(P(2,J)*XCVS(3)-P(3,J)*XDIF(2))/XDIF(3)
91 P(L1,J)=(P(L2,J)*XCVS(L2)-P(L3,J)*XDIF(L1))/XDIF(L2)
DO 92 I=2,L2
P(I,1)=(P(I,2)*YCVS(3)-P(I,3)*YDIF(2))/YDIF(3)
92 P(I,M1)=(P(I,M2)*YCVS(M2)-P(I,M3)*YDIF(M1))/YDIF(M2)
P(1,1)=P(2,1)+P(1,2)-P(2,2)
P(L1,1)=P(L2,1)+P(L1,2)-P(L2,2)
P(1,M1)=P(2,M1)+P(1,M2)-P(2,M2)
P(L1,M1)=P(L2,M1)+P(L1,M2)-P(L2,M2)
PREF=P(IPREF,JPREF)
DO 93 J=1,M1
DO 93 I=1,L1
93 P(I,J)=P(I,J)-PREF
90 CONTINUE
*
IF(TIME.GT.0.5*DT) GOTO 320
WRITE (8,50)
IEND=0
301 IF(IEND .EQ. L1) GO TO 310
IBEG=IEND+1
IEND=IEND+7
IEND=MIN0(IEND,L1)
WRITE (8,50)
WRITE(8,51) (I,I=IBEG,IEND)
IF(MODE .EQ. 3) GO TO 302
WRITE(8,52) (X(I),I=IBEG,IEND)
GO TO 303
302 WRITE (8,53) (X(I),I=IBEG,IEND)
303 GO TO 301
310 JEND=0
WRITE(8,50)
311 IF(JEND .EQ. M1) GO TO 320
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JBEG=JEND+1
JEND=JEND+7
JEND=MIN0(JEND,M1)
WRITE(8,50)
WRITE(8,54) (J,J=JBEG,JEND)
WRITE(8,55) (Y(J),J=JBEG,JEND)
GO TO 311
320 CONTINUE
*
DO 999 N=1,NGAM
NF=N
IF(.NOT. LPRINT(NF)) GO TO 999
WRITE(8,50)
WRITE(8,10) TITLE(NF)
IFST=1
JFST=1
IF(NF .EQ. 1 .OR. NF .EQ. 3) IFST=2
IF(NF .EQ. 2 .OR. NF .EQ. 3) JFST=2
IBEG=IFST-7
110 CONTINUE
IBEG=IBEG+7
IEND=IBEG+6
IEND=MIN0(IEND,L1)
WRITE(8,50)
WRITE(8,20) (I,I=IBEG,IEND)
WRITE(8,30)
JFL=JFST+M1
DO 115 JJ=JFST,M1
J=JFL-JJ
WRITE(8,40) J,(F(I,J,NF),I=IBEG,IEND)
115 CONTINUE
IF(IEND .LT. L1) GO TO 110
999 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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The main variables used above are listed below:
Symbols Denotation
ACOF quantity calculated by subroutine DIFLOW to give the combined
convection and diffusion effect.
AIM (I, J) the coefficient aW.
AIP (I, J) the coefficient aE .
AJM (I, J) the coefficient aS .
AJP (I, J) the coefficient aN.
AP (I, J) t the coefficient aP ; also SP in GAMSOR subroutine.
APT the unsteady term ρ/T .
AREA local variable,usually the area of a C.V. face.
ARHO local variable, (area) (ρ).
ARX(J) the area of the main C.V. face normal to the x direction.
ARXJ(J) the part of ARX(J) that overlaps on the C.V. for V(I,J).
ARXJP(J) the part of ARX(J) that overlaps on the C.V. for V(I,J+1).
BL
BLC
BLM
BLP
coefficients used in the block correction.
coefficients used in the block correction.
coefficients used in the block correction.
coefficients used in the block correction.
CON(I,J) the constant term b in the discretization equation;also stands for SC in
GAMSOR.
DENOM temporary storage.
DIFF diffusion conductance D.
DT the time stepT.
DU(I,J) de influencing U(I,J).
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Symbols Denotation
DV(I,J) dn influencing V(I,J).
F(I,J,NF) various Φ.
FL temporary storage leading to FLOW.
FLM temporary storage leading to FLOW.
FLOW temporary storage leading to FLOW
FLP temporary storage leading to FLOW.
FV(J)
FVP(J)
interpolation factors which give the mass flow
ρvr at a main grid point, I,J as FV(J)ρvr (I,J)+FVP(I,J)ρvr(I,J+1)
FX(I) interpolation factors which give the interface.
FXM(I) density RHOM (at the location of U(I,J) ) as FX(I)RHO(I,J)+FXM(I)
RHO(I-1,J).
FY(J) interpolation factors which give the interface.
FYM(J) density RHOM (at the location of V(I,J) ) as FY(J)RHO(I,J)+FYM(J)
RHO(I,J-1).
GAM(I,J) the diffusion coefficient Г .
I index denoting the position in x.
IBEG
IEND
temporary values used in PRINT.
IFST the first value of I for which the print-out is arranged ;used in PRINT.
II temporary index.
ILST the last value of I for which the print-out is arranged ;used in PRINT.
IPREF the value of I for the grid point which is used as a reference for pressure.
IST the first internal-point value of I.
ISTF IST-1; used in SOLVE.
ITER a counter for iterations.
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Symbols Denotation
IT1
IT2
temporary values used in SOLVE.
J index denoting the position in y.
JFL temporary index used in PRINT.
JFST similar to IFST.
JJ temporary index
JLST similar to ILST
JPREF similar to IPREF.
JST the first internal-point value of J.
JSTF JST-1;used in SOLVE.
JT1
JT2
temporary values used in SOLVE.
LAST the maximum number of iterations allowed by the user.
LBLK(NF) when .TRUE. the block correction for F(I,J,NF) is used.
LPRINT(NF) when .TRUE. F(I,J,NF) is printed.
LSOLVE(NF) when .TRUE. solve for F(I,J,NF).
LSTOP when .TRUE. computation stops.
L1 the value of I for the last grid location in the x direction.
L2 (L1-1).
L3 (L1-2).
MODE index for the coordinate system; =1 for xy , =2 for rx , =3 for rθ.
M1 the value of I for the last grid location in the y direction.
M2 (M1-1).
M3 (M1-2).
N temporary storage for NF.
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Symbols Denotation
NF index denoting a particular Φ.
NFMAX the largest value of NF for which storage is assigned.
NGAM NFMAX+3; GAM(I,J) can be considered as F(I,J,NGAM).
NP NFMAX+1; P(I,J) can be considered as F(I,J,NP).
NRHO NFMAX+2; RHO(I,J) can be considered as F(I,J,NRHO).
NTIMES(NF) the number of repetitions of the sweeps in SOLVE for F(I,J,NF).
P(I,J) the pressure p.
PC(I,J) the pressure correction p’.
PREF the pressure at the reference point.
PT(I) or PT(J)
QT(I)or QT(J) transformed coefficients in the TDMA.
R(J) the radius r for a main grid point I,J.
REL 1.0-RELAX(NF).
RELAX(NF) relaxation factor for F(I,J,NF).
RHO(I,J) the density ρ.
RHOCON the value of ρfor a constant-density problem.
RMN(J) the value of radius r for the location to which V(I,J) refers.
SMAX the largest absolute value of the “mass source” used in the p’equation .
SSUM the algebraic sum of all the “mass sources”in the p’equation .
SX(J) scale factor for the x direction at the main grid locations Y(J).
SXMN(J) scale factor for the x direction at interface locations YV(J).
TEMP temporary storage.
TIME time t for unsteady problems.
TITLE(NF) title for F(I,J,NF).
U(I,J) the x-direction velocity u.
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Symbols Denotation
V(I,J) the y-direction velocity v.
VOL volume of the C.V..
X(I) the values of x at grid points.
XCV(I) the x-direction widths of main C.V..
XCVI(I) the part of XCV(I) that overlaps on the C.V. for U(I,J).
XCVIP(I) the part of XCV(I) that overlaps on the C.V. for U(I+1,J).
XCVS(I) the x-direction width of the staggered C.V. for U(I,J).
XDIF(I) the difference X(I)-X(I-1).
XL the x-direction length of the calculation domain.
XU(I) the locations of the C.V. faces; i.e. the location of U(I,J).
Y(J) the values of y at grid points.
YCV(J) the y-direction widths of main C.V..
YCVR(J) the area ry for a main C.V..
YCVRS(J) the area ry for the C.V. for v(I,J).
YCVS(J) the y-direction width of the staggered C.V. for V(I,J).
YDIF(J) the difference Y(J)-Y(J-1).
YL the y-direction length of the calculation domain.
YV(J) the locations of the C.V. faces; i.e. the location of V(I,J).
